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About the Cover
With many buildings and structures having a minimum
design life of 50 years or more, ensuring that all of the
construction materials used are also able to meet the
required design life is critical. ACRS certification makes
checking for compliance with the relevant Australian and
New Zealand Standards easy, helping you to ensure
that your construction steels are up to the task.
Turn to Page 10 for the full story.

EDITORS COLUMN

Reinvigorating the Regions

Finding a balance between development and heritage protection

Dear Readers,
Change is difficult... And the longer
something has been in existence or
remained the same, the more difficult it is to
change.
Granted, some people find change
more difficult than others, but for most,
preserving the ‘status quo’ is much easier
than ‘rocking the boat’. This is particularly
true when it comes to new construction and
development.
Notwithstanding the issues associated
with new construction in environmentally
and/or culturally sensitive areas such as
foreshores, parklands and other greenfield
sites, resistance to new construction and
development - or for that matter, change
in general - is also a major challenge facing
many of the smaller, formally semi-rural
communities on the fringes of our major
capital cities.
Whilst these communities often have a
long and rich history as towns, villages or
hamlets in their own right, for many, the
‘glory days’ have well and truly passed.
Indeed, for many of these communities
their location - both in relation to busy
transport arterials servicing the nearby
major cities, and the ever-expanding outer
suburbs of these cities - has rendered them
little more than a mere shadow of their
former existence.
High levels of passing traffic (including
a high percentage of heavy vehicles)
2
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can result in significant damage to road
infrastructure, while the ever-encroaching
outer suburbs, which often incorporate
major shopping centres and recreation
facilities, can, and do, have disastrous
consequences for local traders in many of
these towns.
The result: money being earned by
many of the people in the town, never
gets spent in the town; the local economy
collapses; shops and other facilities close;
local unemployment rises; buildings fall into
disrepair; and the former township starts to
resemble a ghost town.
Unfortunately, more often than not, this
is when the really serious issues arise, viz: a
division between those who wish build and
develop / redevelop the town and those
who are completely opposed to the
idea - preferring instead to keep the town as
a “...nice, quiet, little country town like it used
to be”.
This may read as a sightly ‘glib’ statement,
but believe me, it is not intended to be.
I have seen disagreements such as these
divide regions, towns and even families.
Worse still, I have seen first-hand
a number of seemingly innocuous
development plans degenerate into legal
wrangles involving Heritage Protection
Orders, appeals, law suits and counter-suits
for losses and perhaps worse of all, the
permanent loss of literally tens of millions
of dollars of investment for some
communities.

Now, I’m not saying that we should
declare ‘open season’ on any and all
buildings and structures for the sake of a
dollar – far from it. But I am saying that
we cannot continue the way things are.
Put simply, the viability and longevity
of these towns and regions must not
be allowed to suffer at the hands of
out-dated planning practices or, dare
I say, a utopian view of historic country
villages that remain unaffected by
surrounding development and an everchanging world. After all, it is impossible
for any location to exist in isolation.
Remaining stagnant (in terms of
development or growth) is, in all
seriousness, a certain death sentence for
any town – no matter how resilient.
While I don’t profess to have all the
answers or, for that matter, a ‘magic,
one size fits all solution’, I do believe
that these are issues that need to be
addressed with the utmost urgency.
The time has come for us to all work
together seriously and in good faith to
find a solution to this most serious of
issues - lest we find our major capitals
surrounded by the dilapidated remains
of ‘former’ townships.

Anthony T Schmidt
Managing Editor

INDUSTRY NEWS

ADVISORY BOARD DRIVING BIM
BENEFITS IN CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS

ABOUT THE AUSTRALASIAN
BIM ADVISORY BOARD
The BIM Advisory Board was established by
the Australasian Procurement and Construction
Council (APCC) and the Australian Construction
Industry Forum (ACIF), together with the
key standard-setting bodies, NATSPEC,
buildingSMART and Standards Australia.
The Board has evolved from a previous APCC–
ACIF collaboration established in 2015 on a BIM
Summit. This Summit produced a number of
resources, including a guide to the adoption of BIM
(see: www.apcc.gov.au and www.acif.com.au).
Two recent Australian Government reports
(SmartICT and Australian Infrastructure Report)
recommended an integrated approach between
government, industry and researchers for
the development of BIM in Australia. As seen
overseas, a coordinated approach delivers
benefits. The UK Government identified that
its BIM Level 2 Initiative was a significant
contributor to the £840 million savings achieved
on its public spend in 2013/14, and on its £1.2
billion savings in 2014/15.

ABOUT THE ACIF

The new technologies and processes in
Building Information Modelling (BIM)
can lead to increased productivity and
improved asset management across
Australasia. As developments continue
in the digital built environment, the BIM
Advisory Board continues to provide a
coordinated approach to development of
BIM practices, standards and requirements
through collaboration, education,
innovation and simplification.
Leaders from government, industry
and academia are partnering to provide
leadership on the adoption of BIM and
Project Team Integration (PTI). The
Australasian BIM Advisory Board is linking
industry leaders and expertise from
government, industry and academia, and
promoting best practice and consistent
approaches to BIM practices, standards and
requirements.
The Chair of the Board, Mr Michael Green
said, “BIM adoption is on the rise and the
Board believes that it will be business as
usual in the foreseeable future.”
“It’s estimated that Australia will spend
around $207 billion on construction
in 2016/17. By working together,
government, industry and academia can
maximise the value of BIM to deliver
improved efficiencies and increased
4
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innovation in the management, design,
construction and operational phases of a
built asset.”
Mr Green said that the Board is focusing
on three priority projects.
“At our August meeting, the valuable
work of the Board’s Technical Groups was
given the ‘green light’ to further support
the consistent approach to the adoption of
BIM across jurisdictional boundaries.”
The first project, Exchange Information
Requirements (Client specifications),
will provide an essential foundation to
assistance to the Australasian construction
industry by creating a common framework
and language for everyone involved in the
construction process.
The second project is to provide a
National Framework for Intellectual Property
for BIM, which will assist with education
and collaboration across Australia. It will
demystify and simplify what is required.
The third project, Process Consistency
in BIM, will identify and promote which
BIM elements should be consistent across
Australasia to ensure the optimisation of BIM
benefits and therefore eliminate waste in
construction practices.
A number of other projects are planned,
including a common set of principles for
BIM strategies across Government, and

Australian Construction Industry Forum (ACIF)
is the cohesive, trusted voice of the Australian
construction industry. ACIF facilitates and
supports an active dialogue between the key
players in residential and non-residential
building, and engineering construction, other
industry groups, and government agencies.
ACIF’s focus is on innovation, collaboration,
equity and sustainability for the industry.
ACIF Members are among the most significant
associations in the industry, spanning the entire
asset creation process from feasibility through
design, cost planning, construction, building and
management. ACIF harnesses the resources of its
Members to research and develop initiatives that
benefit businesses of all sizes, from the largest of
construction companies to small consultancies.
More information on ACIF is available from:
www.acif.com.au

clarifying BIM roles and responsibilities.
The outputs from these projects will
help the construction industry navigate
through the new technologies and
systems, to ensure that the benefits of BIM
are realised in construction projects.
To share ongoing information and
resources, the BIM Advisory Board will
be establishing a new website. It will
provide information on best practice
approaches, standards, tools, theories, and
technologies, and help develop industry
skills in BIM.
In the meantime, if you want to share
your insights on BIM, or if you’d like
to receive ongoing articles about the
development of BIM protocols and
guidelines, please email the APCC (email:
info@apcc.gov.au or info@acif.gov.au).

INDUSTRY NEWS

LAND SERVICES SA APPOINTED AS THE
EXCLUSIVE SERVICE PROVIDER
Land Services SA has been appointed as
the exclusive service provider for South
Australia’s transactional land services. The
Government will receive $1.605 billion in
an upfront payment which includes certain
optionality for the life of the contract. The
commercial details of the contract are
confidential.
The Government also will receive
an ongoing royalty stream that can be
invested in critical infrastructure and
essential services benefitting all South
Australians.
The contract includes a commitment
by Land Services SA to establish an
Innovation Hub in Adelaide, provide
$35 million in ICT investment in South
Australia and to work with local digital
start-ups. Land Services SA will accelerate
innovation and investment in transactional
land services and functions as it will
be investing in major ICT systems and
bringing new product offerings to market.
Land Services SA comprises globally
recognised investors Macquarie
Infrastructure and Real Assets and the
Public Sector Pension Investment Board,
which both enjoy distinguished track
records of long term investing in the
provision of essential services.
Land Services SA is a highly qualified
provider with significant technology and
change management experience. Land
Services SA will adopt the existing Lands
Titles Office information technology
systems.
Under the commercial contract, the
government retains key legal, policy and
regulatory functions and responsibilities
while the private sector takes over
processing of transactions for the next 40
years.
Speaking about the announcement,
South Australian Treasurer Tom
Koutsantonis commented:
“I am very pleased to announce the
appointment of Land Services SA to
provide the State with a range of land
services for a 40 year concession period –
these services cover both lands titling and
land valuation activities.”
The sale will deliver the State an
upfront return of $1.605 billion now plus
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a considerable on-going royalties stream
over the concession period. This is an
absolutely outstanding result for the
State,” the Treasurer said.
“I am also very pleased to say that
all protections for the people of South
Australia, that I announced in last year’s
budget, will be achieved, including
indefeasibility of title, continuation of the
current fees and charges regime, strong
protections for privacy and data security,
and maintaining current service delivery
standards,” he added. “South Australians
will notice no change in the services they
receive through these functions.”
Government will continue to set
prescribed fees and charges for land
services.
The appointment of Land Services SA is
the result of an open, competitive, multistage selection process which included
strong legal and probity oversight. Land
Services SA submitted a binding bid that
compares favourably with other land
registry transactions, including the recent
commercialisation in NSW.
“Land Services SA plan to provide $35
million in ICT investment in South Australia
over 5 years and to work with local digital
start-ups will contribute to this effort. This
is a significant amount of investment and
will contribute strongly to jobs growth in
this State,” the Treasurer said.
“I’d like to thank the workers and the
union for their patience throughout
this process and am pleased that this
announcement can provide some clarity
and certainty about the future for
employees of the Lands Titles Office and
the State Valuation Office,” he added.
The new service provider is expected
to make offers of employment to a
significant number of staff currently
perform transactional land services. The
majority of remaining staff will either
assist with the transition to the new
service provider or be placed in positions
for functions retained by government
following consultation which is underway.
A small number may be placed in
alternative positions in the SA Public
Sector or managed in accordance with
usual Government practice.

NEW LADDER
STANDARDS:

THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES
IN A QUARTER OF A CENTURY
The Ladder Association, the not-for-profit
industry body dedicated to height safety,
has published an 8-page guide explaining
what it describes as the most important
changes to portable ladder standards since
BS EN 131 - the single British and European
product standard - was first introduced.
The Association’s free guide highlights the
key changes for specifiers, users and health
and safety professionals, and for managers
and supervisors responsible for the safety of
employees using ladders in the workplace.
These highlights include:
• Essential information on how and when
the changes will affect users
• Advice on how to ‘shop smart’ when
replacing existing ladders because they
are damaged or unfit for further use
• Details of changes to design requirements
and the two new classes of ladders
Through its membership of the European
standards committee for ladders, CEN
TC93, the Association has made a crucial
contribution to the development of the new
standards, which improve product strength,
rigidity and durability and, most significantly,
enhances safety.
The Ladder Association’s technical
manager and chair of its Technical
Committee, Don Aers, commented:
“The changes reflect the collective
experience and expertise of many
contributors over an extensive period. They
improve ladder design and safety and are
therefore to be welcomed.”
The guide makes it absolutely clear that
standards do not apply retrospectively and
gives practical, sensible advice to businesses
in adjusting their purchasing policies to take
account of the new standards.
It also re-emphasizes that, whilst ladders
may not always be the first choice when
working at height, they are often a sensible
and practical option for low-risk and short
duration tasks, and there are many situations
where a ladder is the only practical option.
The guide is essential reading for anyone
who uses or purchases ladders.
For a free copy of the guide, please visit:
www.ladderassociation.org.uk/en131

INDUSTRY NEWS

VICTORIA STILL
AUSTRALIA’S
CHEAPEST STATE
TO HIRE A TRADIE
LENDLEASE TO HELP BUILD
2018 COMMONWEALTH GAMES
Leading Australian Property and
Infrastructure company Lendlease has been
appointed an Overlay Delivery Partner and
Official Supporter Property & Infrastructure
of the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth
Games (GC2018).
Bringing global experience to the Gold
Coast, the Australian company will project
manage the delivery of 15 competition
venues to Games standard across South East
Queensland, Townsville and Cairns.
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games
Corporation (GOLDOC) Chairman, Peter
Beattie AC said he was pleased to welcome
another Aussie business to the Games Family.
“We are very excited to welcome
Lendlease as the latest supporter and
valued member of the Gold Coast 2018
Commonwealth Games,” Mr Beattie said.
“Lendlease brings to the table experience
in delivering projects for major sporting
events including the Glasgow 2014
Commonwealth Games, London 2012
Olympics, Sydney 2000 Olympics and a
whole host of World Cup events.”
“Most importantly, we have the support of
a business, who understands the end user,
helping us to build an even bigger and better
Games for all to enjoy,” Mr Beattie added.
“Lendlease’s appointment is another step
forward in our Games delivery program and
I look forward to seeing the venue overlay
across Games venues commence later in the
year.”
Minister for the Commonwealth Games,
Kate Jones, welcomed Lendlease to the
GC2018 Games Sponsor Family.
“Lendlease brings its own Elevate
Reconciliation Action Plan to the Games,
which complements all that we are doing to
promote the spirit of reconciliation through
the Games.”
“It’s the first time that a major
international sporting event of this scale
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has committed to a Reconciliation Action
Plan (RAP),” the Minister said.
“Through the RAP, we have an
opportunity for Games partners to deliver
real and tangible legacy outcomes for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people, such as employment and training
opportunities, and a greater cultural
awareness of our unique heritage,”
Minister Jones added.
Lendlease Building Chief Executive
Officer Dale Connor said the partnership
was an exciting opportunity to contribute
to Australia’s sporting efforts on the world
stage.
“We are a proud Australian company
and welcome the opportunity to support
our nation as it hosts athletes from all
backgrounds to compete and excel on the
world stage,” Mr Connor said.
“As a business, there’s an incredibly
strong alignment between our two
organisations such as our shared
commitment to building respectful
relationships and creating opportunities
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people.”
“Together with GOLDOC we can elevate
the conversation around reconciliation
and create real opportunities around
procurement, employment and cultural
awareness for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples in the lead-up to the Gold
Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games,” Mr
Connor added.
Lendlease will provide planning,
programming, logistics and supervision
to transform existing facilities into worldclass competition venues ensuring that
both athlete and support experiences the
very best the Games have to offer.
The Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth
Games will take place from 4 to 15 April
2018.

Victoria is once again the cheapest state
in Australia to hire a tradie, according to
ServiceSeeking.com.au’s latest Tradie Price
Index. Quarterly data reveals the average
cost of a Victorian tradie sits at just $55.90
per hour, a massive 8.5 per cent below the
national average.
In Australia, the home renovations
market employs around 1 million people,
and contributes a colossal $99 billion to the
economy. While renovation activity is up
in Victoria, a competitive environment is
keeping tradie prices down.
Plumbers take the prize as the most
expensive tradie in Victoria, charging on
average $76.20 per hour, up 4.9 per cent on
last quarter.
Electricians take out second place across
the state, with an average hourly rate of
$72.30.
Carpenters ($59.30) are the ones to watch
this year, recording a quarterly increase of
13.2 per cent.
While most trade categories increased
their prices over the last quarter, builders,
painters, tilers and plasterers were not so
lucky. Tilers in particular experienced a loss
of 10.6 per cent since last quarter, leaving
their average hourly rate at $47.10 per hour.
Painters are the cheapest tradie in the state,
at just $38.80 per hour, after experiencing a
year-on-year drop of 19.7 per cent.
“Now is the time to get jobs done
in Victoria. Renovators need to take
full advantage of these low prices, and
get any outstanding work done,” says
ServiceSeeking.com.au CEO Jeremy Levitt.
“Victoria is a competitive state for tradies
and now is the time to undertake that
bathroom or kitchen reno you’ve been
putting off,” says Mr Levitt. “There are great
deals across all industries and using a tradie
comparison site like ServiceSeeking.com.au
is one way to find them,” says Mr Levitt.
Hourly rates are “gross” rates and aside from
including the cost of labour, also cover the
cost of running the business such as insurance,
tools, work vehicles and superannuation.
The prices were derived by comparing a
sample of 52,000 quotes submitted during
the FY17 Q4 through ServiceSeeking.com.au
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IN FOR
THE
LONG
HAUL
ARE YOUR CONSTRUCTION STEELS UP TO THE TASK?

U

nlike many other things in our largely
‘disposable’ world, the majority of
buildings and structures are still
designed and built with a focus
on longevity – and it’s not only a matter
of economics. Together with the obvious
safety benefits, robust construction and
long-term structural integrity are also major
considerations when it comes to sustainable
development.
With many buildings and structures having
a minimum design life of 50 years or more,
ensuring that all of the construction materials
used are also able to meet the required
design life is critcial. This is especially true
for materials such as construction steels,
which can play a crucial role in the long-term
structural integrity of the building or structure.
Ensuring that the construction steels
being used conform with all relevant
Australian and New Zealand Standards and
Building Codes - irrespective of their country
of origin - is of paramount importance. After
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all, it doesn't matter how well a building or
structure is built if a higher risk of structural
failure is 'built in' by using non-conforming
building products.
Notwithstanding the potential issues
that can result from using non-conforming
building products - including structural failure
and serious health and safety ramifications
- in these days of widespread litigation and
strict ‘chain of responsibility’ legislation,
using materials that don't conform with all of
the relevant Standards can spell disaster for
engineers, specifiers, suppliers, builders and
contractors in more ways than one.
Unfortunately, one of the major problems
associated with the selection and use of
materials that conform with all relevant
Standards is that of identification. Or, more
specifically, who and what to believe. The
same applies for ‘product certification’.
It's simply not enough to think that just
because steel has been ordered to an
Australian or New Zealand Standard that

the delivered product will automatically
conform with that Standard and be fit for
purpose. Increasingly, this is not the case. In
some instances, even though the materials
have been specified and ordered to an
Australian Standard, the materials that
arrive are non-conforming. The product may
meet the Standard; it may be supplied with
documents for “an equivalent standard” (but
which standard and is it really equivalent?)
or; it may not meet any standard at all.
Importantly, whether this nonconformance is an intentional act of
deception or 'counterfeiting' on behalf of
the materials supplier, the builder or the
contractor; or simply a matter of
non-conformance through lack of correct
process or an innocent misunderstanding
of what constitutes conformance with
Australian Standards, is effectively a moot
point. Using non-conforming building
materials carries a high risk of 'built-in'
failure - and the results can be disastrous.

COVER FEATURE

INDEPENDENT, EXPERT,
THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATION

AREN'T TEST CERTIFICATES THE SAME THING?
Test Certificates, ARE NOT the same as ACRS independent certification. Test certificates from the supplier are
simply a “snapshot” of the manufacturer’s own test results of the material on the certificate, not its regular
supply.
ACRS certification demonstrates INDEPENDENTLY and EXPERTLY that the supplier manufactures consistently
to the Standards stated on the certificate. Unless you are going to check and validate EVERY single test
certificate against EVERY delivery, you should check the ACRS certificates for the manufacturer and supplier
instead.
For further information about the validity of certification for any materials being supplied into your project,
please visit the ACRS website: www.steelcertification.com, or contact ACRS, Phone: (02) 9965 7216.

WHAT IS YOUR DOCUMENTATION REALLY TELLING YOU?
One of the most common issues facing users of non-ACRS certified steels, is that of being able to match the
source-identity of the delivered material (e.g. manufacturers’ marks) with the documentation supplied so
they can validate material's conformity.
In addition to factory production control audits and independent testing, the ACRS scheme provides regular
review and analysis of all products manufactured and supplied by the certified manufacturer to the Australian
and New Zealand Standards. This makes matching material to conformity documentation simple and effective
for the customer and any verifier.

HOW DO I SPECIFY ACRS CERTIFIED STEELS?
The easiest way to manage and minimise the risk of non-conforming construction steels, is to specify ACRS
certified steels.
SUGGESTED WORDING FOR STEEL VERIFIED BY ACRS AS MEETING LONG TERM QUALITY LEVELS TO
AS/NZS 4671, OR AS/NZS 4672:
Steel reinforcing and steel prestressing materials for concrete shall comply with AS/ NZS 4671 or
AS/NZS 4672, respectively. Where applicable, materials shall be cut and bent in accordance with the
requirements of the "Material and Structural Requirements for Reinforcing Steel" clauses AS 3600 and
AS 5100.5, or the "Reinforcement" Clauses of NZS 3109.
Acceptable manufacturers and processors of steel reinforcing and prestressing materials must hold a valid
certificate of approval issued by the Australasian Certification Authority for Reinforcing and Structural Steels
Ltd (ACRS), or other product certification system as shall be demonstrated to be directly equivalent to ACRS
and approved as such in writing by the specifier.
Evidence of compliance with this clause must be obtained when contract bids are received.
SUGGESTED WORDING FOR STRUCTURAL STEELS VERIFIED BY ACRS AS MEETING MINIMUM REQUIRED
TESTING LEVELS TO AS/NZS 1163, AS/NZS 1594, AS/NZS 3678, AS/NZS 3679.1, OR AS/ NZS 3679.2:
Structural steels shall comply with AS/NZS 1163, AS/NZS 1594, AS/NZS 3678, AS/NZS 3679.1 or AS/NZS 3679.2,
as appropriate.
Acceptable manufacturers of structural steel must hold a valid certificate of approval issued by the
Australasian Certification Authority for Reinforcing and Structural Steels Ltd (ACRS), or other product
certification system as shall be demonstrated to be directly equivalent to ACRS and approved as such in
writing by the specifier.
Evidence of compliance with this clause must be obtained when contract bids are received.

The only way to be truly sure that the
materials being used conform fully with the
appropriate Australian and New Zealand
Standards and are fit for purpose, is through
independent, expert, third party validation
and certification. ACRS (Australasian
Certification Authority for Reinforcing
and Structural Steels Ltd) provides a
fully independent, expert assessment
and certification for both Australian and
internationally sourced construction steels,
including reinforcing steels, structural
steels and prestressing steels.
ACRS certification makes checking for
compliance with the relevant Australian
and New Zealand Standards easy. It
demonstrates INDEPENDENTLY and
EXPERTLY that the supplier consistently
meets the Standards stated on the
certificate. By using ACRS certified
construction steels, builders and
contractors can be confident that they are
getting the AS/NZS compliant materials
that they ordered, and engineers and
building certifiers can be confident that
steel meets the requirements of the
Building Code and associated Standards.
Beyond checking the supplier’s ACRS
certificate, product markings and tags,
there’s no need for you to make any further
checks on ACRS certified materials.
• No more checking materials properties
against technical specifications;
• No more checking batch numbers
against the test certificates.

THE ACRS DIFFERENCE
ACRS is an independent, not for profit,
expert certification body formed in
2000. ACRS specialises in verification
of construction steels and associated
products. All ACRS auditors are fullyqualified metallurgists with many years of
experience working with steels.
In addition to factory production control
audits and independent testing, the ACRS
scheme provides regular review and
analysis of all products manufactured and
supplied by the certified supplier. This
makes matching material to conformity
documentation simple and effective for the
customer and for any verifier.
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COVER FEATURE

ACRS' Product Certification Scheme
provides certification of reinforcing and
prestressing steels, structural steels and
associated products against a wide range
of applicable Australian and New Zealand
Standards and specifications, including:
• AS 3597: Structural and pressure vessel
steel - Quenched and tempered plate
• AS 3600 - Concrete structures
• AS 5100.5 - Bridge design – Concrete
• AS/NZS 1163 - Cold-formed structural steel
hollow sections
• AS/NZS 1594 - Hot-rolled steel flat products

• AS/NZS 3678 - Structural steel - Hot-rolled
plates, floorplates and slabs
• AS/NZS 3679.1 - Structural steel – Hotrolled bars and sections
• AS/NZS 3679.2 - Structural steel – Welded I
sections
• AS/NZS 4671 - Steel reinforcing materials
• AS/NZS 4672 - Steel prestressing materials
- General requirements
• NZS 3109 - Concrete construction
• Government specifications and/or
manufacturers’ specifications

THE ACRS
CHAIN OF CERTIFICATION
Construction steels manufactured to
AS/NZS Standards can be rendered
non-conforming by poor transformation,
e.g. through such processes as cutting,
bending and welding. Certification
systems that only assess the mill of
manufacture do not provide for validated
performance to Standards of the
as-delivered product.
In steel reinforcing materials, the ACRS
scheme, through its certification of steel
reinforcement (“rebar”) processors and
the mills of manufacture, provides a
rigorous mechanism for “bookending” the
manufacture and transformation.

This 'chain of certification' provides a vital
link between the steel manufacturer and the
construction site.
For any steel to be ACRS certified, it
must have been manufactured by an ACRS
Certified supplier. Any break in the ‘chain of
certification’ of the mill and the processor
means the steel delivered to site is not ACRS
certified.
For steel reinforcement, ACRS certifies
BOTH the steel mill that manufactures the
steel AND the steel reinforcement processor
and mesh supplier. Verification of the outputs
of both these supply streams is essential for
any steel reinforcing materials claiming to

Ancillary Products
(e.g. bolts, couplers)
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conform with
the Standards.
With structural steels,
ACRS certifies the steel
mill of manufacture, who
must actively demonstrate
traceability of their supply to the
steel distributor. ACRS is working
with Steelwork Certification Australia to
develop “end to end” certification from mill to
site that will provide confidence in fabricated
structural steels from the purchase of verified
steel from ACRS certified mills right through
to delivery of the finished fabricated steel to
the project site.

ENGINEERS
WHO
CONNECT
PEOPLE
WITH IDEAS
The Melbourne Model is a distinctive
curriculum that gives students a wider
understanding of the world beyond their
degree. With a breadth and depth of
knowledge, our talent is prepared for
everything your workplace will become.

CRICOS: 00116K

H I R E TA L E N T P R E PA R E D
FOR EVERY FUTURE
UNIMELB.EDU.AU/
MELBOURNE TALENT

WORKPLACE SAFETY

THE HIDDEN DANGERS
OF TIMBER BLOCKS IN
THE WORKPLACE
While using timber blocks to support or stabilise a large piece of
equipment or a heavy load was accepted practice many years ago, today
we know that this is not the safest or most efficient option, often through
costly and painful experiences.
OH&S professionals know that timber, when used as a support,
is a serious safety risk for workers, being unpredictable, unsafe and
unnecessary.
Yet remarkably, it is still being used as a propping and/or support tool
across a wide range of industries, including mining, manufacturing,
agriculture, construction and engineering sectors.
The fact is timber is not a tool, and should never be used as one.
While dunnage and blocks made of timber have traditionally been
used for blocking and cribbing in industrial applications, they are not
engineered as fit-for-purpose tools for applications such as supporting
machinery and equipment when carrying out assembly, repairs and
maintenance tasks.
Tony Brooks, Managing Director of the Cribbing & Matting Co, says
the problem arises when people take random pieces of timber to use as
support devices knowing nothing about the species or the state of the
timber.
“For all they know, it might just be a piece of pine, and totally
unsuitable.”
He explains that timber is not a tool and only quality manufactured
cribbing blocks and specially designed metal stands can be recognised
as purpose-built tools for stabilising heavy equipment.
“I do appreciate that industry is slowly recognising the benefits of
plastic engineered cribbing blocks, but the process is not fast enough.
“We still have too many workers being killed or injured in our
workplaces needlessly.”
As Mr Brooks points out, the structural integrity of timber, or lack of it,
cannot often be identified until it's too late.
"A timber block may be perfect the day you buy it, but the danger
comes as it ages and gets exposed to certain elements. For example,
timber in moist conditions will absorb water and become structurally
unsound, while timber exposed to excessive heat becomes brittle.
“And when timber starts to creak, that is the sound of internal grains
rupturing like splits and cracks rubbing together.
“At this stage the damage has already occurred, and the creaking
sound is a warning. For when timber’s load-bearing effectiveness is
compromised, it can fail completely and often catastrophically. “
And with timber blocks often exposed to chemicals, solvents, fuels
and other contaminants in the workplace, Mr Brooks says they present
further risks to workers’ health.
“For example, if a worker gets a splinter it could easily be
contaminated by a foreign object, which has the potential to make any
injury to the worker significantly worse.”
Mr Brooks’ point is that there are plastic engineered cribbing blocks
available on the market, which are far superior to timber regarding safety,
efficiency and the environment.
“To start with our Dura Crib plastic engineered jacking and cribbing
blocks have an authenticated Working Load Limit (WLL), something
14
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timber blocks can never achieve.
“Plus, each of our Dura Crib plastic engineered jacking and cribbing
blocks possesses a uniform load-bearing capacity across the entire
block.
“This is due to the blocks having a specific chemical composition that
is constantly repeated, and a quality manufacturing process that ensures
all products are the same, plus or minus five per cent. “
Mr Brooks explains that the high performance Dura Crib range was
specifically developed to replace older, weaker timber cribbing systems
with varying and unpredictable load-bearing capabilities.
"Not only is timber impossible to authenticate for Working Load Limit,
timber blocks require ongoing replacement involving extensive handling,
consumption and disposal of a finite resource.
"In addition to the wastage of scarce hardwoods, there are growing
disposal problems with old timber cribbing, which is often soaked with
oil, chemicals and hazardous waste products.
“Such hazardous substances contained in contaminated timber
cribbing cannot be just dumped into landfill, as it presents a major risk to
the environment."
Instead, as he points out, the lightweight Dura Crib range of jacking
and cribbing is resistant to fuels, oils and most common industrial
solvents and chemicals, and is backed by a 50-year warranty against
splitting, rot, fluid absorption, termites and mould.
Available in hi-visibility yellow or standard black, the cribbing
is manufactured from 100% recycled high density polyethylene
(HDPE) construction for durability and tested under the guidance of
AS1170.0.2002 and AS2498.3.1998.
Dura Crib systems have been extensively proven under some of the
world’s toughest safety regimes.
A major advantage of Dura Crib is that it is a complete system of
integrated products that can be combined to provide comprehensive
solutions across a wide range of industries including mining, materials
handling, building, construction and manufacturing.
Dura Crib offers complete solutions and continuity of supply for
particular applications, rather than piecemeal product ranges and erratic
availability.
Offering outstanding strength and stability, Dura Crib is suitable for
both active cribbing, where a person is working on, underneath or near
the supported load, and for passive cribbing, where cribbing is used to
keep the load off the ground, allowing forklift access for example.
"This is a truly durable and sustainable system, whereas the only
guarantee with timber is that you will eventually have to replace it," Mr
Brooks said.
"Dura Crib provides an engineered and easily handled system and is
the safest and fastest way to stabilise loads, including machinery and
vehicles ranging from cars to heavy trucks.
"By ensuring stability quickly and easily in all industrial situations, it
saves time and money and protects workers," Mr Brooks concluded.
For more information, please contact the Cribbing and Matting
Company, Ph: 02 9674 7428, Email: info@cribandmatco.com.au, or visit:
www.cribandmatco.com.au

WHAT YOU THINK
IS THE END IS JUST
THE BEGINNING.

Here at ResourceCo, we believe there’s no such thing
as waste. It can almost always be recycled, reused or
reduced to protect the earth’s limited resources. If you
have a waste problem, we’ll take it away, then bring it
back as something better.
Construction & Demolition Materials Recycling
Alternative Fuels & Carbon Abatement
Transport & Logistics Solutions
Asphalt Recycling
Concrete Recycling
Bulk & Engineered Fill Supply
Fixed & Mobile Pre-mixed Concrete Batching
Commercial & Industrial Materials Recycling
Aggregate, Screenings & Asphalt Based Product Supply
Disposal, Treatment & Management of Waste Soils
Mine and Quarry Rehabilitation
Management of Project Specific waste
Tyre and Conveyor Belt Recycling
Renewable Energy
Carbon Abatement Sales & Auditing
End of Life Landfill

Call 1300 696 733 or visit resourceco.com.au

TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS. TODAY

The SMART MONEY
in Road Safety...

is on
SMART CUSHION
• Less Waste

• Complete Standalone Unit

• Less Mess

• Low Maintenance

• Faster Reinstatement

• Lowest Whole Of Life Costs

• Fewer Replacement Parts

• All Steel Construction

• Temporary Or Permanent Installations

• MASH TL3 Tested

DESIGNED FOR SAFETY
· Low ride down accelerations on vehicle occupants in end-on impact.
· Reduced spare parts inventory: In almost 50% of all resets to date, the only
replacement parts needed are two 1/4” shear bolts.
· Increased crew safety: The average reset/repair time (often with just a one person
crew) is 56 minutes.
· Reduced call outs increase crew safety: To date there have been no call outs for
side angle impacts, a similar pattern to that in the USA.
· Reduced lane closure time: Fewer call outs and faster repairs keep traffic lanes
open for longer
· Happier motorists: Fewer lane closures, less blockages and faster repairs.
· SMART DESIGN, SAFER SITES FOR ROAD CREW and SAFER MOTORING

ROAD SAFETY DESIGN
AT ITS BEST
The SMART CUSHION spare parts detailed
record to date for the first 54 resets.

GAME CHANGER

To date 30 Smart Cushions have been impacted, one of these has been
impacted 11 times. The total cost of all Spare Parts used in 54
resets is $7,438.00 at an average of $137.74 per reset.

distributed exclusively by

For further information, please contact:
Paul Hansen, LB Australia Pty Ltd

Ph: 02 9631 8833
www.lbaustralia.com.au

TECHNOLOGY SPECIAL

ACROW FORMWORK &
SCAFFOLDING SELECTS
IBM CLOUD AND MOBILE
PLATFORMS FOR IT
REFRESH
Potential saving for the organisation could be up to 30% on IT
operating costs.
IBM recently announced today that Acrow, one of Australia’s leading
suppliers of scaffolding and formwork for the construction industry, has
selected IBM and IT Easy, to implement a total infrastructure refresh built
around IBM Cloud, mobile, and network technology.
Acrow is responsible for the foundations of some of Australia’s
most iconic and ambitious construction projects, from the MCG to the
Brisbane Airport Link. The IBM Cloud will provide the levels of scale,
agility, and cost-efficiency needed to stay on top of increasingly complex
and competitive construction requirements. The IT transformation will
also deliver visible benefits to user experience, support levels, and
performance within a 2-month timeframe.
The solution will see IBM Cloud and IT Easy rapidly replace Acrow’s
aged hosted environment with IBM Cloud including pre-integration with
VMware software on IBM’s bare-metal servers. Acrow selected IBM
Cloud based on a combination of the platform’s superior performance,
IBM’s global partnerships with key platform providers VMware and
Oracle, and the speed and quality of customer service provided by IT
Easy in engineering the solution.
Along with the move to IBM Cloud, IT Easy will refresh Acrow’s
mobility strategy with a new device fleet, recontracted voice plans, and
the intuitive device management capabilities of MaaS360, IBM’s mobile
device management platform. The solution will be supported by a range
of IT Easy “as-a-service” offerings including backup, disaster recovery,
and desktop management.
“No construction business can afford to wait years before seeing the
dividends of their technology investment,” said Joe Cerritelli, General
Manager – Human Resources and Safety.
“IT Easy and IBM’s quality of care and expertise during the bidding
and planning phase gave us the confidence that we could significantly
reduce our IT costs and boost our infrastructural agility in just months,
quickly laying the necessary groundwork for even greater growth
Australia-wide.”
18
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“The speed and efficiency that both businesses brought to the table
proved especially refreshing for our leadership and IT personnel alike,”
he said.
“This solution delivers not just substantial cost savings, but also places
Acrow in a strong position from which to streamline its sales and delivery
processes Australia-wide,” said Gavin Evans, Managing Director IT Easy.
“We believe that IBM Cloud, coupled with our mobility refresh and
improved WAN-based network infrastructure, will give Acrow the
seamless connectivity and performance that it needs to stay ahead of the
construction game as demand continues to intensify.”
IBM Cloud forms the cornerstone of Acrow’s IT transformation,
providing both raw performance and seamless compatibility with
familiar operating environments from VMware and Oracle, IBM Cloud
infrastructure combined with unique cognitive and analytics capabilities
allows companies ranging from startups to corporations to innovate with
speed, scale and efficiency.
“Digital transformation relies on close collaboration between
numerous technology providers and systems to succeed, and it’s been
a privilege to work with IT Easy and our other business partners to
engineer such a comprehensive step-up for one of Australia’s most
well-respected construction companies,” said Anthone Withers, Head of
SaaS, IBM Australia and New Zealand.
For more about IBM Cloud, visit:
www.ibm.com/cloud-computing

ABOUT ACROW SCAFFOLDING
Acrow Formwork & Scaffolding Pty Ltd (Acrow) operates in Australia from 12
locations across the country, managing over 50,000 tonnes of formwork and
scaffolding equipment as well as maintaining highly experienced in-house
engineering, safety and project management professionals.

WHY STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERS SHOULD MOVE
TO THE CLOUD
When the first laptops were created in the 1980s as a portable
alternative to home computers, original models such as the Osborne
1 were bulky, heavy and largely impractical - a far cry from the
convenient models of today. Similarly, cloud computing has developed
significantly in the past decade to allow structural engineers to work
on projects with complete flexibility.
Sam Carigliano, CEO of structural engineering software specialist
SkyCiv, explained: “Cloud computing allows users to customize
applications and access remotely stored data and services from any
device with an internet connection. Those working in a data-intensive,
project based industry can benefit from using shared computing
processing resources like the cloud to shape and bring their ideas to life.”
“This is particularly true for structural engineering, which has until
recently experienced disparities between modern ways of working and
more traditional approaches to software,” he added. “As concepts such
as remote working and collaborative projects become increasingly
common in the industry, the limitations of traditional structural
engineering software present challenges to engineers.”

The core challenge for engineers is that projects carried out within
this sector involve collaboration between various people, often spread
out across various locations, using a variety of different systems.
With project times varying from a few months to several years, not all
companies or freelance engineers have the upfront capital expenditure
to pay for software ahead of a project.
The costs for licensing software can be price out many small
businesses and freelancers. This is mostly because, when an updated
version of the software is released, engineers are required to purchase
the software again with each new update. Not purchasing new versions
of software as a way of saving costs leaves your system vulnerable
to cyber-attacks. This was seen in Australia with the WannaCry
ransomware attack which occurred in May this year.
With the cloud, software updates are automated so that you are using
the latest version as soon as it is fully functional and rolled out by the
software provider. Requiring no installation or plug-ins that often slow
systems down, updates to the cloud are completed without interruption
or downtime.
Cloud software is a monthly subscription service that can be tailored
to include the applications needed for your business, which is a model
not conventionally used in structural engineering. Fortunately, structural
engineering software providers such as SkyCiv are adopting this model
to improve the effectiveness of software without pricing out growing
businesses and project freelancers.
“SkyCiv offers tools like the beam, truss, frame and shaft calculators,
as well as design check software which can be included in the
subscription. This is with the added value of not having to commit vast
sums of money to obtain the software or pay installation and ongoing
maintenance costs,” Sam Carigliano said.
“In addition to having the choice of a monthly plan for a fraction of
the price of software licensing, companies can scale up and down their
system depending on its computing needs. This eliminates the need
for large investments in infrastructure that may only be needed on a
temporary basis,” he said.
“While structural engineering relies on knowledge of applied
mechanics, materials science and applied mathematics, SkyCiv’s
structural engineering software offers businesses convenience and a
platform to integrate its networks.”
“Although the Osborne 1 was the first portable device that could
bundle several software applications together, the weight of the device
made it impractical. Just as technological developments have allowed
laptops to now become a valuable ally to many workers, the development
of cloud-based software can help structural engineers bring greater ease
and flexibility to their design concepts,” Sam Carigliano concluded.
For further information please visit: www.skyciv.com

Powering a
Sustainable Future

Did you know you can access the latest
issue of Construction Engineering Australia
via Informit?
The Informit Engineering Collection is an
ever expanding resource covering aspects of
municipal engineering – urban management
and planning, civil engineering and
construction, environmental management,
planning issues and traffic management.
The database offers an extensive variety
of resources including journals, trade
publications, reports and conference
proceedings.
The Collection guarantees quality through partnerships
with peak professional bodies including Engineers
Australia and the Institution of Professional Engineers
New Zealand, as well as Content Providers including
EPC Media Group.
The Informit Engineering Collection delivers hard to find
content designed to complete and complement all your
construction engineering requirements.
Other key titles published by EPC Media include:
Highway Engineering Australia
Waste + Water Management Australia

Request a quote
or free trial via
www.informit.org/trial-and-quote
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global future
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TECHNOLOGY SPECIAL

SHAPE PARTNERS WITH PROCORE TO SIMPLIFY PROJECT
MANAGEMENT AND DRIVE EFFICIENCY
Safety inspections are crucial to different
business operations. Safety hazards present
multitude of problems to the workflow,
workforce and equipment. Unfortunately,
traditional ‘paper-based’ safety inspections
can be both time-consuming and onerous.
What’s more, it usually results in a mountain
of paperwork that requires compiling,
encoding, analysing and reporting. And by
the time a call to action is made, business
operations are already compromised by safety
issues.
Thankfully, that scenario is changing as
paperless safety inspections becomes the
standard across many industries where
regular inspection and maintenance are
necessary.
Digital inspection and mobile technology
are helping to bridge the time gap between
inspection and reporting. Mobile solutions
and apps are now available to accommodate
different inspection parameters and safety
concerns, with real time data and visuals
with the use of smartphones and other mobile
devices.
By using digital inspection app / software
on mobile devices, the user as well as the
business will benefit from reduced errors and
increased efficiency in their safety inspection
process.
Frequent digital or electronic safety
inspection mobile apps / software assist
businesses to identify issues, deficiencies,
non-compliance and potential risks in early
stages – with the added benefit of eliminating
20
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a massive ‘paper-based’ administrative task.
Using digital inspection apps such
as Pervidi increases the reliability and
accuracy of the information being processed.
Businesses that adopt digital safety inspection
systems significantly reduce the risk and
disruption to the businesses operations,
employees and equipment and increase safety
for all stakeholders. Created by Techs4Biz
and launched in 1999, Pervidi was one of the
founding solutions for in-field mobile device
data collection. Pervidi now has more than
10,000 users around the world using their
software to optimise productivity on a daily
basis. Its clients range from small businesses
to large multinational organisations.
Pervidi’s reliable and cost effective
paperless safety inspection solution is in use
throughout industries from health care, fire
safety, utilities and mining to government,
warehousing education and manufacturing,
and offers a range of benefits, including:
• Absolute Mobility - digital safety
inspections keeps inspectors mobile,
covering more ground and project sites
as it takes less time to fill out digital forms,
take necessary visual verification using the
mobile device camera or using the speech
to text capabilities. Because these forms
are available on smartphones and mobile
devices such as tablet and phablets, makes
it easier to access, share and send out just
about anywhere.
• Real Time Reporting - electronic inspection
allows reporting to occur in real time.

Assessment and evaluations via mobile
solutions and applications send out the data
to management as its happening, cutting
down time on data gathering/compilation,
encoding, analysis and reporting through
channels. It is easier to pull out or access
previous data/reports for comparative
purposes or further verification. Paperless
safety inspection deems it unnecessary
to go through channels but rather opens
up the route of communication wherein all
concerned management staff have access
to the information in a timely manner or as it
is happening.
• Complete Flexibility - digital safety
inspection solutions are customizable
to the needs of the organization. Totally
flexible to different business practices
across industries from construction
management, mining, transportation, oil
and gas, manufacturing, utilities, property
management and food/agriculture. It is not
about one size fits all but rather all sizes
fits one package. Electronic inspection
creates a proactive environment for safety
concerns and compliance to existing
standards as it becomes more engaging
to management and all those concerned
with the compliance and issues that may
rise on certain events. Real time activities
need real time solutions; paperless safety
inspection solutions provide the technology
to achieve this and it available to everyone.
For further information, please visit:
www.pervidi.com

BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Pictured left: Bounded on three sides by Sydney
Park, the Sydney Park One development is set to
become one of Sydney’s most vibrant living and
shopping precincts.

NEXT PHASE OF SYDNEY PARK’S
EVOLUTION ON THE HORIZON
HPG Australia set to breathe new
life into former warehousing and
office accommodation adjoining
Sydney Park.
Mike Horne, Founder and Director of Turf
Design Studio is excited by HPG Australia’s
(HPG) mixed-use development, known as One
Sydney Park in the inner-Sydney suburb of
Alexandria.
As the landscape architect engaged by the
City of Sydney to lead the collaborative project
team behind the park’s recent $11.2 million
regeneration program, he sees the project as
part of the ongoing evolution of the recreational
space.
Rather than detract from the park, Mr Horne
believes the project will enhance it.
“So much work has been done over the last
twenty or so years to transform the Sydney
Park site from its former post-industrial past
into the 44 hectares of parkland we see today.”
“Through this ongoing evolution, it’s
become a vital living and breathing asset for
Sydney’s growing residential communities. The
development planned by HPG Australia will be
another step in this transformation,” said Mr
Horne.
As evidenced by the remaining heritage
kilns and brick chimneys on its north-western
corner, the park has a significant industrial
history, including pottery and brickmaking from
the clay extracted from deep pits in the 19th
and 20th centuries. This industry continued
until 1970, when the pits were filled with
household rubbish. Other parts of the current
site were used for other industrial purposes
including gas storage, manufacturing and
warehousing.
In 1991, the whole site fell under City of
Sydney Council ownership who turned it into
22
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parkland and open space. It is now Sydney’s
second largest parkland, and the result of its
recent regeneration is an interwoven series
of community infrastructures and ‘made’
systems – including water re-use, recreation,
biodiversity and habitat including lush grass,
landscaped gardens, rolling hills, meandering
pathways and picturesque wetlands.
HPG’s development site is uniquely
positioned immediately adjacent to the
south-eastern corner of the park, and spans
approximately 2.1 hectares, which includes
a 7,000sqm empty warehouse (which HPG
Australia gave to the Sydney Fringe Festival for
use in 2017) and the former Kone administration
building.
“It’s such a shame to have this beautiful
parkland bordered by fenced off ugly
warehousing and office accommodation. It
deserves better than this,” Mike Horne said.
“HPG’s proposal will see several
contemporary buildings embracing the park,
rather than turn its back to it. Residents and
park visitors will be able to meander from one
landscaped area to the other to bring new life
to this underutilised corner of the park. The
low-rise buildings will also shield off the bottom
section of Euston Road from the park,” Mr
Horne added.
HPG’s Managing Director, Dr Adrian Liu, said
Alexandria as a whole is undergoing various
stages of revitalisation and regeneration, and
this will be the next step in the process.
“Alexandria has been quietly undergoing
a transformation which is now gaining
momentum. Originally known for heavy
industry, it now buzzes with visitors and
residents who flock to the latest cafes to
meet friends for brunch or to visit the growing
cultural outlets,” said Dr Liu.

In the 1940s, Alexandria was the largest
industrial district in Australia and was known
as the ‘Birmingham of Australia’. It had 550
factories, located on just 405 hectares, which
manufactured a range of products from bricks
to aeroplanes.
“Now that our Stage 1 Masterplan Concept
Design has received DA approval, we can
work towards holding an architectural design
competition, which will ensure the winning
design outcome pays homage to the park,” Dr
Liu said.
“Our intent is to bring the best elements of
the Park into a built form. We plan to provide
1.5 hectares of our site as open public space
as an extension of the parkland. This green
space will be designed to ensure the park
integrates well with the built form, along with
the rest of our site,” added Dr Liu.

MORE ABOUT ONE SYDNEY PARK
HPG’s One Sydney Park development is set to
become one of Sydney’s most vibrant living and
shopping precincts, incorporating world-class
architecture, public art, lively retail zones, green
spaces and common areas.
Under current planning controls, the proposed
development will span 1300sqm and comprise
approximately 400 apartments across six-storey
buildings. Residences will include a mix of
studio, one, two and three-bedroom apartments,
terraces with private internal access as well as
penthouses with outstanding views over the
park. The buildings will be sensitively designed in
a permeable way to allow the parkland to enter
the open spaces and cover the facades and roof
tops.
Uniquely, the development will directly border
Sydney Park on three sides. When completed,
it will be Sydney’s only inner-city residential
community adjoining a large-scale park
environment.
The development will instantly become its own
community hub and urban village, as no other
developments can ever be built nearby. This
means the precinct will have no neighbours,
providing an element of exclusivity and privacy
to the residents.
In addition, apartments will enjoy views of the
Sydney CBD, Botany Bay and west to the Blue
Mountains, which can never be built out due to
the project’s private parkland location.
Architects will be selected by design competition,
where both international and local practices will
be invited to submit designs.
HPG’s development will embrace a strong arts
and design focus at its heart, which will underpin
all aspects of the precinct and include a vibrant
and robust cultural events and sponsorship
program, which commenced with HPG’s
partnership with the Sydney Fringe Festival.
It is anticipated Stage 1 sales for One Sydney Park
will be launched in late 2017 and construction will
commence in early 2018.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT

MELBOURNE’S FIRST GREEN
LANEWAY UNVEILED
The City of Melbourne recently unveiled the revamped Coromandel Place:
the first of four laneways to be upgraded as part of the $1.8 million Green
Your Laneway pilot program.
“The residents and business owners in Coromandel Place supported
this rejuvenation to help entice people to this hidden part of the city. The
laneway has been transformed with planter boxes, trees, pot plants and
two murals by local street artists,” Lord Mayor Robert Doyle AC said.
“The 14 planter boxes on the western side of the laneway feature Boston
Ivy and Creeping Fig, which both make attractive wall covers. While the
walls are quite sparse now, we expect them to be covered in greenery
within around five years.
“There are more than 200 lanes in our central city and they offer great
opportunity for renewal. We can transform these laneways with plants and
trees to help cool the city, improve air quality and clean stormwater.”
The most important work in the laneway has been completed
underground. The bluestone kerbing and asphalt was dug out by hand and
replaced with new soil and irrigation systems to allow the new plants to
thrive.

Where greening was not possible due to underground services and traffic
requirements, murals have been incorporated to beautify the laneway. The
works in Coromandel Place include a two-story mural by Ghostpatrol and a
separate mural by Al Stark on the walls of the Uniting Church.
The other three pilot laneways include Guildford Place, Meyers Place
and Katherine Place. They were selected based on more than 800 public
nominations and expert advice from a panel of engineers, sustainability
professionals, place-makers and landscape architects.
The City of Melbourne has worked closely with the owners, residents
and workers to consider which type of greening would suit each laneway.
Chair of the City of Melbourne’s Environment Portfolio, Cr Cathy Oke, said
the works on Guildford Lane are about to begin, with artist Mike Makatron
completing a mural depicting an overgrown factory.
“Guildford Lane’s residential community has worked with us on a design
that includes climbing plants and pots to complement the laneway’s
beautiful brick warehouses. We’re also installing a community garden
for residents along with a series of innovative ‘drain-gardens’ to capture
rainwater and reduce flooding.”
“These drain gardens have never been installed in Melbourne before.
We’ll use stainless steel grates to intercept water from the down pipes to
filter out particles and other pollution that has settled on the roof,” she said.
“Instead of using potable water we’ll use the drain gardens to nourish
the Gum Vines, Chinese Star Jasmine and other hardy species that we’re
planting,” Cr Oke added.
For more information visit: participate.melbourne.vic.gov.au/
greenlaneways

EVERYTHING FROM THE GROUND UP!
When it comes to outdoor recreation areas, there's
only one name you need to remember...
Aussie Outdoor Design.
From the initial concept, planning and design,
through to equipment supply, installation and
landscaping, Aussie Outdoor Design can take care
of it all... everything from the ground up!
•
•
•
•
•

Sports Fields and Multisport Courts
Outdoor Gym Equipment
Natural Environments and Sensory Gardens
Playground and Fitness Equipment
Synthetic Grass, Soft Impact Rubber Surfacing and
Thermoplastic Markings

Call us today on 1300 887 025 or visit
www.aussieoutdoordesign.com.au to find out more.
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AQUAJET INTRODUCES POWERFUL AQUA CUTTER
710V FOR HEAVY-DUTY CONCRETE REMOVAL
Aquajet Systems AB, a global leader in
hydrodemolition machine manufacturing,
has introduced its farthest-reaching unit, the
Aqua Cutter 710V hydrodemolition robot. It’s
the largest of its kind and offers exceptional
horizontal, vertical and overhead reach - as
high as 7 metres. The 710V comes equipped
with Aquajet’s hallmark ceramic nozzles
that last as much as 79 percent longer than
standard steel versions. Its design makes
it suitable for a wide variety of concrete
removal tasks, such as renovation and
bridge and road repair.
“We designed the Aqua Cutter 710V to
give customers the ability to accomplish
more work, even in hard to reach areas,”
said Roger Simonsson, Aquajet Systems
managing director. “The robot’s extended
reach allows contractors to get at and
remove concrete in areas other robots
simply cannot.”
The 5,070-pound (2,300-kilogram) Aqua
Cutter 710V uses 14,500- to 40,000-psi water
jets to remove as much as 35 cubic feet
(1m3) per hour of concrete. Contractors
adjust the robot’s stroke to control the depth
of cuts and vary the pressure of the water
jet depending on whether they are removing
loose, deteriorated concrete or lowering the
sound concrete to a pre-determined depth.
A valuable feature of hydrodemolition is
that rebar is cleaned and descaled during
the process, whereas alternative methods,
such as pneumatic tools or milling machines,
may damage the rebar or produce microfracturing in the remaining concrete.
Operators can control the 710V from a
safe distance using the unit’s radio remote
control, either wirelessly or with a hard wire.
The remote communicates with the robot’s
wheeled power control module.
Contractors use Aquajet’s unique cutting
head, extended reach and its multi-axis 3D
positioning system to efficiently operate on
all horizontal, vertical and overhead
areas that would be difficult to get at
with other equipment. This includes
straight up and down work, such
as renovating walls, shafts and
furnaces. In addition, the 710V
easily removes concrete in corners
that would be difficult to access with hand tools.
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Aquajet constructs the 710V’s steel mast in
sections - an innovative design that gives the
operator freedom to raise the front power head
as high as 23 feet (7 meters) - 10 feet (3 meters)
higher than the Aqua Cutter 410V - without
additional support.
The 710V features a powerful 18-kW diesel
engine. Contractors can add an Aquajet Hybrid
Kit, which easily attaches to a diesel-powered
Aqua Cutter robot for electric operation in
applications where diesel engines aren’t
allowed, such as parking garages, inside
buildings or in other urban environments. The
kit uses an intelligent system to automatically
disengage the onboard diesel engine.
Aqua Cutter robots feature unique ceramic
nozzles specifically designed for demanding
hydrodemolition applications. The highly
efficient nozzles last 300-350 hours, depending
on the water quality. Standard steel nozzles on
competitive equipment typically have a lifetime
of 20-40 hours.
All Aqua Cutter robots feature Aquajet
Systems’ patented Equal Distance System
(EDS). EDS keeps a preset distance from the
nozzle to the concrete surface, regardless of
the angle of the water jet, allowing
for maximum efficiency and
productivity. Systems without
EDS can lose as much as
20 percent of the power
before the water hits
the concrete, greatly

reducing productivity and increasing waste.
The 710V robot fits into Aquajet Systems’
23-foot (7-metre) Power Packs. The large
metal containers include a high pressure
Hammelmann pump, large capacity diesel
engine and control system, with a convenient
storage area for the robot.
The hydrodemolition robot features unrivalled
ease of access for all maintenance, allowing for
minimal downtime. The unique gullwing hood
and foldable back cover of the Aqua Cutter robot
offers total access for both daily maintenance,
such as checking oil levels, as well as periodic
service jobs, such as oil and filter changes.
The robot also comes in a larger version,
the Aqua Cutter 710V XL. The 5,357-pound
(2,430-kilogram) 710V XL is 23 percent larger
than the 710V, allowing for lower overall ground
pressure and the ability to handle more reaction
force.
The 710V and 710V XL are both compatible
with Aquajet Systems’ line of accessories, such
as rotolances and circular power heads, as well
as spines and frames.
For further information, please visit:
www.aquajet.se
Pictured below: The Aqua
Cutter 710V hydrodemolition
robot’s innovative mast
system and unique cutting
head allows for exceptional
reach in horizontal, vertical
and overhead applications.

ENGINEERED PLASTICS IMPROVE
CONCRETE HANDLING AND
REDUCE WEAR
With Australia and New Zealand together
consuming more than 25 million tons of premixed concrete a year, users are continually
looking for ways to save energy, time, product
wastage and machinery wear when handling
this versatile and valuable, but sticky and
abrasive material.
Given that every cubic metre of concrete
weighs roughly 2.5 tons, there is a large amount
of potential product hang-up and wear to
contend with in trucks, chutes, hoppers and
construction infrastructure. All this costs time,
energy and money when you want to maintain a
smooth flow of product essential to construction
and industrial infrastructure projects.
One solution to the sustainability issues
raised by concrete handling is provided by
the use of tough engineering grade plastics,
including Wearex™ UHMWPE (which provides
the toughest wear prevention and flow jobs)
and HDPE (High-Density Polyethylene) for
geotextile protective liners that promote flow
while stopping waste dropping to the ground
from mixers.
These plastics are finding applications in both
static and mobile plant, including as liners in
trucks, bins and chutes where wear and energy
consumption are issues, and where companies
wish to eliminate OH&S hazards involved in

clearing dense and heavy potential blockages.
“Often a combination of Wearex and
HDPE provides the best combination of wearresistance and cost-efficiency,” said Mr Pat
Flood, NSW Manager of engineered plastics
specialist Cut To Size Plastics.
“HDPE materials have excellent impact
strength and can be easily formed and
machined to tray and bin liner applications
using conventional equipment. Frequently
used as geotextile and protective liners, HDPE
is available in a range of sheet sizes to suit a
variety of applications,” he said.
“Wearex, meanwhile, as a member of the
UHMWPE family, has the highest abrasion
resistance of any thermoplastic polymer. When
used as a wear liner, UHMWPE will not cake or
stick to metal,” Pat Flood added. “It also offers
excellent noise abatement in material handling
applications.”
UHMWPE is the highest quality polyethylene
(PE) available. It’s engineered for tough jobs, and
is suitable for a wide range of applications such
as handling concrete.
“UHMWPE high-density polyethylene
resin has a molecular weight range of 3 to 6
million, compared to 300,000 to 500,000 for high
molecular weight (HMW) resins. That difference
is what ensures that this material is strong

enough to withstand abrasion and impact better
than lower level products,” Mr Flood said.
Cut To Size can machine liners to size and
shape for individual user needs, and can provide
installation expertise for users. Cut To Size
works closely with individual clients utilising a
team of technically qualified staff to offer a full
material selection and installation service.
“Cut To Size has broad experience –
extending over multiple industries for decades
– in engineering plastics to suit wear prevention
applications, so we can complement product
from globally recognised suppliers, with local
expertise,” Mr Flood said.
Cut To Size Plastics Pty Ltd has been
supplying Engineering Plastics to Australian and
International customers for over 35 years. The
company is committed to meeting Australian and
International Quality Standards and to working
within the guidelines issued by State WorkCover
authorities.
“We will cut it, rout it, bend it or machine it,
all to your specifications. Our comprehensive
CNC machining facility at Yennora, coupled with
GibbsCAM™ and Solidworks™ software make it
easy to deal with us. Your drawings go into our
computer – then to the CNC machines,” he said.
The company holds extensive stocks of
Wearguard, Nylon, Oilamid, Delrin, Acetal,
Teflon and UHMWPE together with HDPE, PVC
and Polypropylene. Cut To Size also has access
to the most advanced engineering plastics
worldwide, and can provide engineered plastic
solutions to meet any project requirements.
For further information, please visit:
www.cuttosize.com.au
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NEXT-GENERATION MORTAR MADE EASY
Significant investment in product
development, state-of-the-art manufacturing
operations, and collaboration with Australia’s
architectural community has attributed
to the revival of bricks. With bricks being
the material of choice for the majority of
residential and an ever-increasing number
of commercial projects, it’s the perfect time
to streamline the process with products
that remove the guess work, and ensure a
seamless, stress-free build.
Enter the all-new Mortex - a premium
premixed mortar that eliminates the need for
onsite mixing.
On many building sites, the mixing of
various materials for mortar can result in the
use of under-strength, non-compliant mortar
- which can be costly and time consuming to
rectify. Mortex eliminates this problem with a
pre-blended mix of cement, specially graded
sand, lime and admixtures.
When mixed with water, a high-quality
mortar blend is created, in line with Australian
building standards.
A factory manufactured, quality assured
premixed M4 rated mortar solution, Mortex
saves on labour time, increases efficiency,
removes the need for on-site blending, and is
compliant with AS3700:2001.

By accurately measuring and blending the
mortar constituents in a controlled environment,
consistent, homogeneous and compliant mortar
is produced for stress-free use on site.
Mortex delivers a range of benefits,
including:
• Consistent – Mortex is factory
manufactured which allows quality control
and testing to ensure the mix is consistent.
The strength variation of batches is also
reduced when compared to site blending
mortar.
• High Strength – Mortex is M4 rated,
meaning it is the strongest mortar blend
specified in the Australian standards.
• Ready to Use – Pre-bagged ready for use,
Mortex only requires the addition of clean
water. Selected sands, lime, cement and
admixtures have been blended together to
produce the product.
• Long Lasting – Mortex is highly workable
and cohesive, with a long board life.
• Saves Time & Labour – Standard mortar
requires a labourer mixing defined
proportions of cement, sand, lime and
admixtures on site. Mortex has premixed
these constituents, and simply requires
water to be added - saving time and labour
costs.

• Durable – Mortex provides a weather
resistant and durable mortar that is suitable
for most brick and block applications.
• Compliant & Quality Assured – Standard
mortars blended on site rely on trades to
mix the correct proportions of ingredients
to achieve a compliant mortar mix. Preblended, when Mortex is mixed according
to the noted specifications, it will comply
with Australian standards.
Mortex is produced using:
• Cement which complies with Australian
Standard AS3972
• Lime complying with Australian Standard
AS1672.1
• Sand that is free of any deleterious
materials
• Admixtures including plasticisers and air
entraining agents, all of which comply with
Australian Standard AS1478
Mortex is available in a brick and block
formulation, as well as a roof tile bedding
version.

BRIGHTGREEN RELEASES THE NEW D900+ LED DOWNLIGHT
Australian LED technology company
Brightgreen has introduced the new D900+
downlight to its range of Tru-Colour LEDs.
Offering the pared-back aesthetic of the
D700+ with 30% more brightness, the D900+
allows designers to achieve aesthetic
consistency throughout their lighting design
– providing an option for areas that require
higher lux levels like work spaces, office
desks and kitchen benches.
Projecting 1237 source lumens of TruColour brightness, the new D900+ transforms
the appearance of interiors by better
representing more colours on the visible
spectrum – making interiors seem more
vibrant and lifelike.
The D900+ offers unlimited adaptability of
design, ensuring that no two lighting designs
need ever be the same. The new design can
be installed either trimless or with a range of
interchangeable fascias and filters to create a
truly customised look.
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Featuring a patented low-glare lens, the
D900+ projects an unimposing beam that is
proven to lower UGR (Unified Glare Ratings).
The deeply-recessed design hides the
light source from the viewer’s direct line of
sight, offering homeowners maximum visual
comfort.
In addition to offering unparalleled flexibility
in design, the D900+ features a digital driver
that is engineered to automatically detect
and adapt to leading home automation
systems and dimmers. This advanced digital
technology ensures flicker free dimming and
seamless integration with lighting control
systems.
Key features of the D900+ include:
• Tru-Colour technology
• Unique low-glare design
• Seamless integration with dimmers and
home automation systems
• Adaptive digital driver
• Available in black and white

• Compatible with a range of Brightgreen
fascias and filters
• 7-year warranty
• Recyclable through the Brightgreen buyback scheme
For further information, please visit:
www.brightgreen.com

Ferronickel Slag from New Caledonia
now available in Australia
SLN Ferronickel Slag, a qualified manufactured sand (0/4) for
construction, is now ready for sale on the Australian market. This byproduct of our Nickel refining process meets the requirements of a
wide range of applications material for use in: concrete, pavement,
reclamation works, etc. FNS has more than 80 years of proven use in
New Caledonia.
Traded as “Le SLAND”, this FNS will be regularly shipped straight
from Noumea to storage points near major Australian bulk ports (only
2-3 days by sea). Le SLAND fits the circular economy principles and
helps the construction industry to reduce its environmental impact.

FNS «Le SLAND» is the guarantee of :
• A robust and sustainable alternative source of aggregate
for construction : close to 1,6 million tonnes of ferronickel
slag is produced by SLN each year (SLN is the World’s largest
ferronickel supplier and have been renowned for our expertise
in the extraction and transformation of nickel for over 135 years).
• A perfectly homogenous and quality-controlled supply : given
that very stringent process-controls are imposed during the
nickel smelting process.
• An innovative and sustainable product : extensive studies are
being conducted by Curtin and UNSW to qualify ground-FNS
as a supplementary cementitious material (SCM).
For more informations about Le SLAND:
• Please contact our Representative, Thibault at our offices in Sydney, NSW to organise a meeting.
Office: 02 8622 3158 - Cell: 0426 171 831 - Email: thibault.de-saint-vaulry@erametgroup.com
• Or visit us on Stand N°48 at CONCRETE 2017 in Adelaide between 22/10 and 26/10/2017.

Le Nickel SLN: New source of manufactured coarse sand in the Pacific region Based in New Caledonia, SLN (ERAMET Group), the
world largest Ferronickel producer, also producesFerronickel slag (FNS) at a continuous rate of 1, 6 Mt/y. FNS is a widely used
construction material in New Caledonia and is now available for sale in Australia.
www.sln.nc • Linkedin SLN
Contact details:
• Sale Agent in Sydney, NSW, Australia
Phone number: 02 8622 3158 - HP: 0426 171 831
E-mail : thibault.de-saint-vaulry@erametgroup.com
• In New Caledonia, SLN – Noumea
E-mail : Email: f.martin@eramet-sln.nc • o.beligon@eramet-sln.nc
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BE “IN THE MIX”
The concrete construction industry in
Australia today is in a changing state.
Greater demands on time means that there
is more and more pressure to perform.
This means that organisations are placing
less emphasis on training and professional
development, as they look to maximise time
and effort spent ensuring that projects are
completed on time and within specification.
Conversely, in another space, Australia
leads the way in research and innovation
in a number of concrete related fields. The
eyes of the world are on us as we develop
these new initiatives, and this places our
concrete construction industry on a global
scale.
As a member of this concrete
construction industry, how can you
continue to develop professionally, and
at the same time provide value to your
organisation? How can local leaders, in
concrete and concrete materials research
and innovation, spread their knowledge
to an audience that will be able apply this
expertise. The answer lies within the same
place.
The Concrete Institute of Australia is
an independent not-for-profit association
which provides professional development
opportunities for stakeholders in the
concrete construction industry. Members
of the Institute share a common interest
in the pursuit of excellence in research,
innovation, technology, design, and
construction of concrete in Australia.
Members of the Institute can be individuals
(including special categories for under 30’s
and students) companies and organisations,
and academic institutions. The principle
benefits of being a Member include:
• Provision of educational and technical
resources, including –
- Face-to-face technical seminars,
workshops, and events throughout the
country
- On-line webinars and e-learning
packages for all Members
- Specific Institute technical publications
and documents in hard copy and
electronic form
- Hundreds of Institute conference
papers covering all sectors
- Access to leading overseas concrete
documents (ACI, fib, RILEM)
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• Being part of a committee, where you
can –
- Learn to work with people from a
number of different backgrounds and
in different sectors
- Meet mentors and develop close
connections with colleagues
throughout the industry
- Take on various roles and learn specific
roles involved with these i.e. chairing
meetings, collaborating with sponsors.
• Participating in conferences, seminars,
and events, where you can –
- Attend as a delegate and learn, ask
questions, contribute to discussions,
and develop connections.
- Write a paper, particularly for the
biennial conference, that will be peer
reviewed, published, and/or presented
in appropriate forums
- Present on a particular topic and
develop public speaking and
presentation skills
- Be the Chair or MC requiring you to
facilitate the event so that it runs
smoothly, on time, and achieves
the speakers, delegates, and events
objectives
Institute Members can also put back into
the industry by contributing expertise and
knowledge to the many resources, events,

and committees that provide these very
benefits.
The Institute’s biennial conference, this
year being held in Adelaide from 22nd
to 25th October, is the organisations
premier forum to take advantage of all
these benefits. As the biggest concrete
conference in the southern hemisphere
there is no better place than to share
information and to learn about new
research and innovations, as well as
developing networks and new skills, as well
as participating in committees, forums and
discussions.
The Concrete Institute of Australia has
a significant role to play in Australian
concrete construction by ensuring that up
to date and relevant knowledge is available
to all sectors of the concrete industry to
support the profession and allow educated
decisions to be made. By being “in the mix”
with the Institute and the concrete industry,
professional development can be found in
many different forms, and allows individuals
and organisations to pursue these without
having a dramatic impact on time, money,
and resource.
For more information visit
www.concreteinstitute.com.au or contact
the Membership Services Manager at
membership@concreteinstitute.com.au

INTRODUCING THE NEW
CIA ELEARNING PORTAL
One of the Concrete Institute of Australia’s objectives is “to
support the professional development of all members, including
provision of technical training, access to technical and research
publications, and support for an ethical and professional approach
in all areas of concrete industry practice.” To help meet this
objective the Institute provides a number of educational resources
and opportunities for Members that utilise the experience and
knowledge of industry experts both locally and overseas.
Electronic learning is on an upward curve in terms of
participation. It is becoming increasingly harder to commit to
face-to-face events due to time, geography, cost, and a number of
other restraints. Having the opportunity to undertake professional
development activities at your desk, on the train, at home, or
anywhere remotely, is changing the way we learn.
To help facilitate this for Institute Members and industry
stakeholders the Concrete Institute of Australia is proud to launch
its Online eLearning Portal. The portal already includes a number
of learning events that can downloaded and watched at the
subscriber’s leisure. Those available at present include:
• Durability in Concrete Structures
• Structural Concrete Design for Extreme Events
• Seismic Design
• Piling and Pile Foundations
• Specification for Structural Concrete
• Concrete Cracking and Crack Control
Webinars are divided into topics with search capabilities, allowing
the user to easily skip or search sections of interest without having
to sit through the entire length of the presentation. Each section
can be completed in your own time, at your own pace, with the
ability to pause, rewind and forward each section as necessary.
Where applicable, softcopy notes are also included, whilst a set of
hard copy notes are also offered with the package.
The Institute will continue to upload new learning events from
time to time, and will also look to expand this platform to include
on-line learning courses and webinars.
For any questions regarding the online learning portal, please
email: education@concreteinstitute.com.au

Mobile Media Blasting - Soda & Garnet
• Specialising in Concrete preparation for
Carbon Fibre application
• Abrasive & Non Abrasive Blasting
• Paint, rust & contaminant removal from
many substrates
• Line marking removal
• Graffiti removal & protection
• Compact machinery for easy access
• Low media usage which means less
environmental issues with containment
and dust
• Suitable for confined space blasting
Recent Carbon Fibre preparation projects • M80 - Western Ring Road Upgrade

EnviroBlast
Australia

1300 240 337
www.enviroblast.net.au
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RECOMMENDED PRACTICES IN
CONCRETE DURABILITY
The Concrete Institute of Australia’s
Recommended Practices are documents
developed by Institute Technical
Committees that are seen to fill a gap
in concrete related matters in Australia.
In recent times the Institute’s Durability
Committee has been working on
developing a suite of documents to address
a number of deficiencies in Australia
Standards and other codes in this country.
Prior to the 1970’s concrete was
generally regarded by asset owners,
designers, and contractors as a reliable
construction material that provided
long term durability with relatively
little maintenance. Subsequently,
premature deterioration of concrete
structures, arising from changing cement
characteristics, quality management, and
a number of other factors, damaged this
reputation. Because concrete is a complex
material, research into the cause of
problems and development of appropriate
new rules and operational methods has
taken a long time.
The durability of concrete structures
does remain a complex and difficult
issue to design and manage due to many
variables. Whist research into concrete
durability continues, the knowledge
on exposure significance, deterioration
processes, materials properties and
workmanship implications has developed
significantly over the last 25 years. In
this time new durability design practices
have been developed, including durability
modelling methods, and new methods of
construction have been introduced.
However, these developments are
not fully reflected in a clear and unified
manner through the Australian Standards
dealing with concrete durability
requirements, with various codes calling
up different durability requirements
for similar needs and environments.
Perceived conflicts between these
documents might sometimes be explained
by the different owner requirements
but reasons for the differences are not
given, and the associated assessment
methods not clearly stated. For many
concrete elements in mild exposures
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incorporating the recent durability related
developments into a unified durability
design process for all structure types may
make little difference to their durability
design because existing code deemed to
satisfy provisions often provide adequate
performance. However, for elements in
more severe exposures, guidelines that
comprehensively detail how to assess
owner’s needs, environmental exposures
and materials requirements; how to
specify performance or prescriptive
materials properties; and how to ensure
construction is appropriate to the design
will provide structures that meet their
durability requirements more consistently.
The Concrete Institute of Australia’s
Durability Technical Committee, formed
in late 2008 to review the 2001 CIA
Recommended Practice “Durable Concrete
Structures” perceived a need for a broader
review of durability requirements, and
following extensive industry consultation,
determined that a comprehensive and
unified durability guidance was required.
Driven initially by long time Institute
Member, Frank Papworth, and in
more recent times, Rodney Paull, the
committee has been developing a series
of durability documents aimed at unifying
the durability design process. The topics
considered include:
• Planning
• Exposure Classes
• Deemed to Comply Requirements
• Good Practice Through Design,
Concrete Supply and Construction
• Modelling
• Cracks and Crack Control
• Testing
Of the 7 documents being compiled, 4 are
available now and they are already making
a huge difference to the way durability is
considered in this country and around the
world. The final 3 documents to complete
the durability series are in progress
and when complete the series will go
a long way to providing the necessary
tools for design and construction of
durable structures based on the latest
understanding of exposure, materials and
deterioration process.

DURABILITY PLANNING (Z7/01)
Understood
to be the first
international
construction
industry
guideline on
this topic, the
Recommended
Practice Z7/01
“Durability
Planning”
provides
a system to formalise the process of
achieving durability in design, construction
and operational maintenance. All concrete
construction stakeholders are considered
including asset owner, designer,
contractor, premix suppliers, material
suppliers, maintainer of the asset, etc.
The document also sets out the process
of planning to achieve the required level
of durability. The durability planning
outcomes will be delivered in a durability
assessment report specific for the project
(variable content and size complementary
to the project). This will describe how the
desired level of durability will be achieved
and ensured using appropriate tools and
recommendations.
The document is intended to inform
designers about the benefits of durability
design so they can inspire asset owners to
elevate durability planning to a position
alongside structural and architectural
design.

DURABILITY – GOOD PRACTICE
THROUGH DESIGN, CONCRETE
SUPPLY AND CONSTRUCTION
(Z7/04)
This document
is intended
to inform all
parties involved
in design and
construction
about the
benefits of
durability
planning and
subsequent

control of implementation so they can
deliver the expected level of maintenance
and life of the structure to the asset
owners.
Australian concrete construction
standards tend to focus on minimum
design and material requirements and
are unlikely to provide more informative
recommendations about how to design or
construct a structure to get the target life
expectancy.
As the title suggests, Z7/04 has
applicability to more general concrete
design and construction as well as
concrete requiring specifically higher
levels of durability. Z7/04 provides more
specific detail covering areas such as the
impact of specifications and the contract
process, impacts of design on construction,
more detailed view of the materials used
in construction, material quality control
processes, construction process and
supervision as well as some detailing issues
in common structural elements that may

present potential durability issues to the
designer & constructor.

DURABILITY – CONCRETE
CRACKING AND CRACK CONTROL
(Z7/06)
Cracks in
most concrete
structures are
to be expected
and to ensure
that they do
not impact
adversely
on the
serviceability
and durability
of the structure
can be a challenging task. Plastic cracks
in the wet concrete during construction
are sometimes inevitable despite all
reasonable construction actions to
minimise them. Cracks in the hardened
concrete caused by a combination of

thermal contraction, shrinkage and load
are to be expected, and design is generally
based on limiting their width rather than
preventing them altogether. A key issue
when a crack forms during construction
is the consequence of the crack, in
particular the effect of its width and depth
on durability, structural and operational
integrity and aesthetics throughout the
design life of the structure.
This document Z7/06 provides up-todate guidance on concrete cracking and
the design for crack control for Australian
structures, as well as the assessment,
monitoring and repair of cracks. The
causes and factors affecting cracking in
concrete structures are discussed and
procedures for minimising the adverse
effects of cracking are presented. In
addition to providing reliable design
guidance on the control of cracking in
new structures to ensure serviceability
and durability, the advice provided will
also assist designers to diagnose the

WORLD LEADING REBAR
MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
Supporting and supplying to Australasia's leading reinforcing manufacturers for over 40 years.
Backed by MEPGroup Italy, Machinery Indents have the structure, experience and advice to help you with
rebar processing equipment
• New and Used Machine Sales

• Genuine MEPGroup Spare Parts

• High Automation and Flexibility

• Factory Layout Design

• Highest Quality Machinery

• Customer Solutions

• Programmed Maintenance

• Manufacturing Process Consultation

• Manual Handling Solutions

• On/Offsite MEP Equipment Training

• Precast - Rebar Manufacturing Equipment

• Technical Assistance

MEPGroup Australasian Agent
36 Jesica Road, Campbellfield
Victoria, Australia

P: +61 3 9357 9769
F: +61 3 9357 0699
E: enquiries@mi-mep.com.au

www.mi-mep.com.au
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cause of cracks in existing structures and,
where appropriate, to specify effective
remedial measures. Z7/06 is intended to
complement the relevant provisions of
Australian Standards and gives relevant
reference to international standards, codes
and technical society publications. The
document can be used in other countries
with due consideration of local standards
and codes. It is hoped that it will form
the basis of improved design procedures
for crack control, improved construction
practices to minimise plastic cracking, and
improved guidance for the assessment
and repair of cracks in concrete structures
both in Australia and elsewhere.

DURABILITY – TESTING (Z7/07)
Guidance is
provided in this
document on
performance
tests for
durability
design,
construction
and operational
maintenance
for a
comprehensive
range of internationally available tests.
The limitations and advantages of
the test methods are reviewed, and
recommendations provided on which
test is the most suitable for project
specifications.
Test categories include:
• Mix acceptance tests (including tests to
validate values used in modelling)
• Quality control and assurance
• Where placed concrete is suspect
• Condition monitoring during the
design life
A wide range of tests designed to
demonstrate the potential durability
performance of concrete have been
introduced over the years. This has
caused some uncertainty that is resolved
by Z7/07 for – asset owners, designers,
contractors, material suppliers, and
suppliers of laboratory testing services.
The Recommend Practices in
Durability are available through the
Concrete Institute of Australia at:
www.concreteinstitute.com.au in hard
copy or PDF, or email: education@
concreteinstitute.com.au for more
information.
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THE CONCRETE WORLD
COMES TO MELBOURNE
BETTER, SMARTER AND STRONGER!
The 5th International fib Congress will be
held from 7th – 12th October 2018 at the
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition
Centre which is superbly located on the
banks of Melbourne’s Yarra River. The
Congress will run over 6 days, featuring a
4-day technical program with a wide array
of technical presentations and papers, and a
chance for the many international delegates
to meet face to face whilst experiencing
one of Australia’s most vibrant cities. The
Congress will also stage the 2018 fib Awards
for Outstanding Concrete Structures to
recognise the magnificent international
structures that demonstrate the versatility of
concrete as a structural medium.
The theme “Better-Smarter-Stronger” is
dedicated to bringing together leaders and
practitioners in the concrete industry from
around the globe and is chosen because
in an ever-changing global construction
market, approaches to concrete supply,
design, specification and construction
are required to be better to meet new
challenges and exceed the expectations of
demands. In this respect our researchers,
suppliers, designers, and contractors need
to be smarter to be able to achieve new
and innovative ways of competing with
different materials, global trends, and new
philosophies, to meet these requirements.
This then requires us to not only be
constructing stronger concrete structures,

but maintaining a strong belief in the
importance and relevance of concrete in
the ever changing and evolving worldwide
construction market.
The call for abstracts, across a wide
range of specialist themes, will remain
open until the end of November 2017;
we anticipate a large number of quality
abstracts to be submitted from all
around the world for a truly international
event. Already the Congress has some
outstanding key note speakers, who
will each exemplify how concrete is
being designed, specified, supplied and
constructed. These include:
• Dr. Frank Dehn, Germany, fib Presidium
Member. Commission 4 Concrete and
Concrete Technology Chair. Professor
for Multifunctional Construction
Materials at the Institute for Mineralogy,
Crystallography and Material Science
at Leipzig University and head of the
Institute for Materials Research and
Testing, Leipzig, Germany whose
main research topics are related to
constitutive laws for concrete durability
and mechanical concrete properties.
• Professor Koichi Maekawa, Japan, Cochair of the Organising Committee of
the fib PhD Symposium 2016 in Tokyo.
Distinguished Professor in School of
Engineering at The University of Tokyo,
Japan, whose main research work

CONCRETE INSTITUTE NEWS

includes nonlinear mechanics and multiscale modelling of structural concrete
and developing the life-assessment of
concrete based infrastructures.
• Professor Campbell Middleton, UK, the
Laing O’Rourke Professor of Construction
Engineering at Cambridge University.
Prior to Cambridge he worked for
nearly 10 years in professional practice
in infrastructure construction and
design specialises in bridge engineering,
strategic policy developments in
infrastructure and smart technologies,
and whose research interests cover smart
sensors and structural health monitoring,
advanced failure and risk analysis, asset
management, non-destructive testing,
additive manufacturing, applications of
computer vision to civil engineering and
new materials.
• Professor Michael Thomas, Canada,
Professor and Department Chair in the
Department of Civil Engineering at the

University of New Brunswick, who’s
main research interests are concrete
durability and the use of industrial byproducts including pozzolans and slag.
His studies on durability have included
alkali-silica reaction, delayed ettringite
formation, sulfate attack, deicer-salt
scaling, carbonation, chloride ingress and
embedded steel corrosion.
• Dr Andy Davids, Australia, Design
Director - Tall Buildings for Aurecon,
who works closely with clients, creating
holistic design and engineering that
incorporates new developments in
material sciences and construction
methods to produce optimal tall building
solutions. He is one of only a handful of
internationally renowned experts who
designs super tall buildings.
The Congress also presents the perfect
forum for organisations and companies
actively involved in the building and
construction industry to present their

MENTORING PROGRAM
The Concrete Institute of Australia has launched a Mentoring
Program that pairs experienced Members in the concrete industry
with Members of lesser experience. It provides an opportunity for
both parties to expand their professional development and industry
knowledge. While the primary goal of the program is to increase
the knowledge and development of the Mentee, the mentoring
relationship goes both ways. Mentors will find that they learn from
their Mentees too!

Who can join?

products and services. There are many
attractive sponsorship and advertising
opportunities available to increase the
visibility of any company’s brand to their
key target markets ranging from small to
high level packages. The comprehensive
Trade Exhibition will run concurrently with
the Congress. This Exhibition will showcase
the latest and best in the global building
and construction industry. The Exhibition
will also provide delegates and exhibitors
with excellent opportunities to network in
a favourable environment that provides a
central and energised meeting place for all
participants.
The Australian concrete industry is
looking forward to meeting the rest of the
world in October of 2018 and, accordingly,
we invite the whole of the fib family to join
us in Melbourne for what we hope will be
the biggest fib Congress in history. For all
the details please go to:
www.fibcongress2018.com

goal-setting and career development. By participating, it will also
give you the opportunity to widen your professional network, and
build professional confidence and self-esteem. And you’ll earn CPD
points!

More information
For further information and related documents – together
with details of Mentors and Mentees looking for partners, and
testimonials from those already involved - please visit the
Mentoring Program page on the Concrete
Institute of Australia’s website at:
www.concreteinstitute.com.au/mentoring-program

The Mentoring Program is open to all interested Members —
Individual, Individual Young, Retired, Life and Honorary Members,
listed Representative Members of Company and Academic
Members.
There are no age restrictions for Mentors or Mentees. Pairings are
based on the Mentor’s ability to assist the Mentee to achieve their
goals.

What’s in it for the Mentor?
You can develop leadership and communication skills, and widen
your professional network. You will also gain satisfaction from
being able to contribute to the development of emerging industry
professionals through the sharing of experience and knowledge.
And you can also earn CPD points!

What’s in it for the Mentee?
You will increase your understanding of the concrete construction
industry, develop communication skills, and receive assistance with
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FIBRE REINFORCEMENT
ABOUT GCP APPLIED
TECHNOLOGIES
GCP is a leading global provider of construction
products technologies that include additives
for cement and concrete, the Verifi® in-transit
concrete management system, high-performance
waterproofing products, and specialty systems.
GCP products have been used to build some of
the world's most renowned structures.
More information is available at: www.gcpat.com

GCP APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES
RENAMES MICROFIBRE PORTFOLIO
UNDER THE SINTA BRAND
NEWLY BRANDED LINE OF SYNTHETIC MICROFIBRES FOR CONCRETE
MAINTAINS PROVEN PRODUCT QUALITY
GCP Applied Technologies Inc., formerly
Grace Construction Products, recently
announced that its line of synthetic microfibre
products, previously sold under the names
Grace Fibers and Grace Microfibers™ will
now be marketed under the new brand
Sinta™.
"We are excited to unveil the new
microfibre portfolio brand name - Sinta™,"
said Pung Chan, Global Director of Marketing
at GCP.

"Although the name on the packaging
will change, the proven and trusted product
performance of our microfibre product line
will remain the same. GCP will continue
to uphold the high quality and service that
concrete producers and contractors have
relied upon for many years."
The newly named product line includes
Sinta™ F (fibrillated) and Sinta™ M
(monofilament) synthetic microfibres for
concrete.

We’re More Than Just Paint

Delivering proven tank lining solutions for steel and concrete structures.

Contact 132 101

wattylprotectivecoatings@valspar.com
www.wattylprotectivecoatings.com
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GCP's Sinta™ microfibres are used in
applications where designers, contractors, or
producers want to minimise cracking due to
the rapid surface drying of plastic concrete. It
is a proven and cost-effective solution for the
control of plastic shrinkage.
The use of Sinta™ microfibres in the mix
protects concrete from stresses that cause
cracking, thus improving the overall quality
and durability of concrete. Sinta™ microfibres
are used in many applications such as slabs
on grade, pavements, overlays, sloped walls,
pools, shotcrete, stucco, tunnels, precast, and
prestressed products.
The new Sinta™ branded product names
started rolling out in August 2017, with a
transitional period of a few months.
GCP has been a leader in synthetic
fibre technologies for decades, offering a
comprehensive portfolio of micro- and macro
synthetic fibres. Contractors and engineers
have relied on GCP's market-leading STRUX®
macrofibres to provide quality thermal and
shrinkage control on their most demanding
projects. The patented STRUX® products
are specifically engineered to have excellent
dispersion, placeability and finishing
properties. STRUX® macrofibres also provide
superior post-crack performance on a broad
range of applications.

Temporary Movement Joints
in Post-Tensioned Concrete Frames



Locked and Bolted.
Products from our ‘Lockable’ range accommodate
initial concrete shrinkage and are then securely locked,
mechanically and chemically, preventing
further movement taking place.



 Replace unreliable site-assembled systems
 Fully tested, proven performance data
 Eliminate pour strips
 Simple installation. Sleeve nailed to
formwork on first pour

 Guaranteed alignment of dowel/pin with sleeve on second pour
 Guaranteed longitudinal and lateral movement
 Unique void former allows inspection before locking
Ancon Lockable Dowel
Transfers shear load in
both its locked and
unlocked state

Ancon Locking Pin
Used in conjunction with
Ancon dowels to provide
a practical, cost-effective
solution

Ancon has offices in Sydney, Brisbane,
Melbourne and Perth

Another Construction Solution from

Tel: 1300 304 320
Email: info@ancon.com.au

Visit: www.ancon.com.au/lockable

PRODUCT FOCUS

BATCH
PLANT
BOOSTER
Increasing the profitability of a concrete
batch plant is a simple as boosting production
speed. Australian Pump Industries can assist
batch plant operators increase the number
of agitators out the gate per hour with their
range of cast-iron batch water pumps.
“With water being one of the four main
ingredients of concrete, every batch plant
needs a high capacity pump that can handle
tough concrete applications,” said Aussie
Pumps’ Neil Bennett.
“Tsurumi’s KTZ submersible pumps are
specifically designed for such applications
and make a smart investment for plant
managers” he said.

INVESTMENT PAYBACK
When it comes to investing in plant changes,
plant or asset managers want to know what
the payback time will be for their investment.
Aussie Pumps has found that increasing the
capacity of the plant by maximising the water
delivery speed makes economic sense.
Not only can upgrading pumps increase
production and reduce batch times, but it
offers the shortest payback period for return
on investment.
“If production was increased by only one
additional delivery per day it would increase
turnover for the plant by approximately
$1,500,” said Bennett.
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“If you take that over one month of 20
working days, that’s an extra turnover of
$30,000 per month,” he said.

BATCH WATER PUMP
Many of the serious operators in the market
have already upgraded their batch water
systems by installing a Tsurumi KTZ411
submersible pump. With its capacity to deliver
in excess of 1000L of water at a head height of
35 metres, the KTZ411 is an ideal batch water
pump.
The additional capacity compensates for
silted pipework, high sediment levels and the
myriad of other ‘real world’ factors that affect
pump performance.
Reliable pumps are a huge cost saver for
batch plants, substantially reducing the cost of
pump maintenance and replacement.
The KTZ411 has been purpose-built to
withstand abrasive conditions, meaning it
offers batch plants a considerably longer
service life. It comes fitted with a 3-phase
heavy duty 2-pole motor with thermal
protection against dry running and is
manufactured from heavy duty cast iron
with high chrome wear components. The
KTZ411 also features anti-wicking cables
and silicon carbide seals that function to
maximise performance longevity in extremely
challenging environments.

“When you consider the initial investment
costs of about $6,000 you have a very quick
payback period,” said Bennett.
“In busy plants it’s been as little as 1-2 weeks.
Given the pump’s performance, combined
with its capability to reduce costs and boost
production, it really stands out as the smart
option” he said.

AVAILABILITY
Tsurumi KTZ411 submersibles are currently
available from Tsurumi Batch Plant depots
strategically located throughout Australia.
More depot locations are coming soon
through Aussie Pumps’ Batch Plant Pump
Support Program. This program has already
proven itself a success in the industry as dealers
gain specialised knowledge to assist plant
operators in selecting the right pump for the job.
Further information on Tsurumi’s KTZ series
and the Batch Plant Pump Support Program is
available from the Aussie Pumps website:
www.aussiepumps.com.au

PrefaMAX the NEW standard for concrete panel transportation in Australia

Australian representative: MRSK Pty Ltd, Mike Dunbar | E: dunbarm@westnet.com.au M: 0447 262 338 W: mrskptyltd.com
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TECH TALK: A LOOK AT FIRE PROTECTION
SYSTEMS FOR CONSTRUCTION
The second in a series of National Precast Tech Talks.
At National Precast, we strive to educate and
provide assistance to professionals within
the construction industry. Our Tech Talk
series has been developed to answer some
of the commonly asked questions within the
precast concrete space. In this issue, we take
a look at fire protection in construction.
There has been a lot of talk lately around the
topic of fire and more specifically fire protection.
The objective here is to provide the reader with a
foundation for their own investigation.
The National Construction Code (NCC)
requires that resistance to fire be considered
in the design of a building. Opting to build with
a fire-resistant material is a logical first step
when considering; the safety of occupants,
the protection of assets, and the stability of
structures.
Taking a closer look at the NCC 2016,
Volume One (requirements for multi-residential,
commercial, industrial and public buildings and
structures) which applies to Class 2 to Class 9
buildings, we find Section C – Fire Resistance.
Detailed in this section are three major
subsections; C1 – Fire Resistance and Stability,
C2 – Compartmentation and Separation, and
C3 – Protection of Openings, outlining the
40
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‘Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions’. In general, a
building must have elements which will consider
the following performance requirements:
• maintain structural stability;
• delay the spread of fire;
• limit the generation of smoke and toxic gases; and
• provide access for emergency services.
Fire alarms, sprinkler systems and fire
extinguishers are often the obvious starting
point for fire protection. The reality is that there
is much more to be considered. The overall fire
safety system considers:
• warning people of an emergency;
• providing for a safe evacuation;
• restricting the spread of fire; and
• extinguishing a fire.
Those responsible for establishing an effective
fire safety system within a building need to
consider the combination of Passive Fire
Protection (PFP) and Active Fire Protection (AFP).
Passive fire protection (PFP): Integral fire
protection from a structure’s fire-resistant
walls and floor, that control or prevent the
spread of fire.
Active Fire Protection (AFP): Action or motion
triggered fire protection systems - such as
sprinklers - that aim to extinguish a fire.

WHAT IS PASSIVE FIRE PROTECTION?
While Passive Fire Protection is just that – passive
– it is continuously at work. An integral component
fire protection and fire safety, PFP is designed to
contain fires or slow the spread of fire through
the use of fire-resistant structural elements, such
as walls, floors, doors and other penetration
protection and coatings. Using elements that
resist fire, and importantly do not emit fumes when
exposed to fire, can assist with the safe evacuation
of occupants and can save lives, assets, and
the building itself. Some Passive Fire Protection
elements, such as penetration protections and
coatings, generally require ongoing maintenance,
whereas others, like fire-resistant floors and walls,
may not.

WHAT IS ACTIVE FIRE PROTECTION?
Conversely, Active Fire Protection comprises
systems that require action or motion in order
to work in the event of a fire. Examples of active
protection include fire extinguishers, sprinklers,
smoke and fire alarms, and emergency services.
They are a reactive approach to extinguishing
a fire - they essentially fight the flame. They
require ongoing maintenance to be effective.

LESSONS LEARNT
Even with a robust NCC the construction

industry is under attack from suppliers of non-conforming products.
Sometimes, unqualified claims, supported by glossy adverts rather
than science, mean that these products have potentially made
their way into the homes of thousands of people globally. These
non-conforming products can be a massive weak-link within a fire
protection system.
Preliminary investigations in the recent Grenfell Tower tragedy
in London have shown that while the tower block flats may have
been designed as individual fire-resistant boxes, the combustible
external cladding used during the structure’s renovations contributed
dramatically to the incredulous spread of fire. Why do we continue to
risk the lives of people by using combustible materials in our buildings?
A building isn’t only susceptible to fire once inhabitants have
moved in. The inferno at Sydney’s Barangaroo construction site in 2014
showed how critical passive fire protection is, particularly during a
building’s construction. During construction, because any active fire
protection systems are not yet commissioned, the need for passive
fire protection is important to minimise the spread of any fire. Only
having active fire protection systems like sprinklers in place, isn’t
enough. A total precast structure where flooring has been fully cured
and supported by non-combustible precast columns and beams, will
always provide a significantly greater level of passive fire protection.

WHY PRECAST CONCRETE?
Concrete doesn’t burn - it’s that simple. Unlike organic building
materials, precast concrete is inherently fire resistant with zero
flammability on both internal and external surfaces. Additionally,
precast concrete is not required to be treated, coated, or covered in
order to meet fire requirements, potentially saving time and money
when compared to other prefabricated alternatives.
Unlike buildings constructed with less fire-resistant products,
a precast structure does not need to rely alone on Active Fire
Protection systems for its structural integrity. Often designed as a
key component of a building’s passive fire protection, a concrete
structure will also assist with the prevention of collapse through
structural fire resistance - reinforcing the safety of inhabitants.
Specifying precast walls, floors, beams, columns, lift shafts and
stairways brings a building leaps and bounds ahead when it comes
to fire safety.

DOES THE OFFSITE MANUFACTURE OF PRECAST PROVIDE
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS?
Yes - because not only can precast concrete play an important role in
a structure’s PFP, but the offsite manufacture of the precast products
can further minimise fire risk during the construction phase on site.
The ‘just in time’ delivery offers a faster method of construction and
therefore the time that a structure’s AFP remains non-commissioned
is minimised. With less activity on the site and less clutter from
materials’ deliveries, comes less chance of a fire. Even when
commissioned, active fire protection systems have the potential to
fail if not properly maintained, and it is therefore imperative to have
an appropriate mix of both passive and active fire protection in place.

HOW DO I FIND OUT MORE?
For more information on fire safety and advanced knowledge of
design, manufacture, and the use of precast concrete, please refer to
the Precast Concrete Handbook (National Precast, 2009) - available
for purchase from National Precast at: www.nationalprecast.com.au

CONCRETE COLOUR SYSTEM
Creating multicolor permanence in construction

www.multisinox.com

Multi-Sinox, China's leading manufacturer of iron oxide
pigments, produces iron oxide black, red, yellow, orange,
brown, tan and beige pigments for use in concrete,
cement, asphalt, mortars,
bricks, pavers, tiles,
flooring, paints, coatings,
and other construction
materials.

Contact Us Today for More Information:
Zhejiang Deqing Multi-Sinox Pigment Technology Co. Ltd.
Zhongguan Industry Zone, Deqing 313200, Zhejiang, China
T: 86-572-8350506 F: 86-572-8266799
E: sales3@multisinox.com
E: concretepigment@hotmail.com
www.multisinox.com
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AS3850 COMING TO CIVIL
National Precast Concrete Association is joining
forces with Standards Australia and a range
of industry professionals to develop a Part 3 of
AS3850 - Prefabricated concrete elements.
Part 3 of the standard is set to influence the
future of civil construction, focusing on the use
of prefabricated concrete elements within this
space.
National Precast’s Chief Executive Officer,
Sarah Bachmann, says the completion of
AS3850 Part 3 will fill a major void in the existing
standard.
“Traditionally, AS3850 has only covered
the use of prefabricated concrete elements in
buildings,” Ms Bachmann details.
“However, following us identifying that
there is a gap in standards that cover civil
construction, we have put in a project proposal
to Standards Australia to have a Part 3 of
AS3850 developed.”
The standard currently comprises of two
parts; Part 1 covers general requirements and
Part 2 covers the construction of buildings.
National Precast has representation on the
main AS3850 committee, known as BD-066. From
this committee, and with involvement by other
organisations that use prefabricated concrete
elements in civil construction, a working group
will be formed to develop the new Part 3.
“Not all of the BD-066 committee members
will work on Part 3 – it’ll only be those who
are from civil-relevant organisations,” Ms
Bachmann reveals.
“The idea is that we set some standards
about what the minimum requirements are
when using prefabricated concrete in civil
construction.”
As well as having representation on BD-066,
Ms Bachmann says that once Part 3 has been
developed, National Precast will also work with
Safe Work Australia on the development of
guidance material that will sit alongside AS3850
Part 3.
“We’ve encouraged Safe Work Australia
to be involved in the Standards Australia-led
working group so that once Part 3 has been
established, guidance material on ‘how to do
things safely using prefabricated concrete on
civil sites’ can be developed,” Ms Bachmann
explains.
“Currently in that space there only exists an
outdated National Code of Practice for Precast,
Tilt-up and Concrete Elements in Building
Construction.”
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This Code was originally published in
February, 2008 to work alongside the previous
version of AS3850, AS3850-2003.
Just as the 2015 version of AS3850 only
applies to the construction of buildings, the now
archived Code only pertains to the construction
of buildings, leaving a gap relating to safety
guidance in the civil space.
“Ultimately, we will end up with one
standard, with Part 1 covering general
requirements, Part 2 covering building
construction, and Part 3 covering civil
construction,” Ms Bachmann explains.
“Then separately, we’ll end up with Safe
Work Australia-developed guidance material
on using prefabricated concrete elements
in building construction and also in civil
construction.”
In the meantime, Ms Bachmann encourages
all civil engineers, precast manufacturers, and
civil contractors to familiarise themselves with
AS3850 Part 2 and apply it, where relevant, to
their civil work.
“While work on Part 3 is imminent, the
relevant areas of the current AS3850 Part 2
can be applied on civil construction sites,” Ms
Bachmann says.

Work on a new Part 3 of AS3850 Prefabricated concrete
elements which applies to civil construction is imminent.

AUSTRALIAN
PRECAST TO
STEP INTO THE
EUROPEAN
SPOTLIGHT
National Precast Concrete Association is
set to mark Australia’s precast industry on
the international stage with its presence at
BetonTage in Neu-Ulm, Germany from the
20th-22nd of February next year. BetonTage is
Europe’s largest annual precast industry event,
featuring conferences with internationallyrecognised professionals and exhibitions on
state-of-the-art projects.
Attended by approximately 2,000 attendees
from around the world, the three-day event
provides key insights into the latest trends in
concrete technology, manufacturing processes,
and standardisation.
2018’s event will see the Australian
precast industry step into the spotlight with
National Precast’s Chief Executive Officer,
Sarah Bachmann, presenting at the eminent
conference.
“We’ve been invited to be the event’s guest
country and to present on the Australian precast
industry,” Ms Bachmann reveals.
“Our presentation will cover what sort of
precast products Australia produces, who

NATIONAL PRECAST FEATURE

produces them, and essentially how we work.”
BetonTage consists of two conference days tailored to precasters and
one conference day customised for architects.

In line with this schedule, National Precast has invited George
Spiropoulos, Managing Director of Euro Precast, and one of the country’s
leading architects, Adrian Stanic from Lyons Architecture, to deliver
presentations.
Mr Spiropoulos and Mr Stanic will present on their respective roles
in the construction and design of 41X in Melbourne - the stunning new
office for the Australian Institute of Architects.
“What these presentations will do is give Australian precast exposure
on the international stage,” Ms Bachmann says.
“Our attendance and presentations at BetonTage allows us to
showcase Australian projects to European precasters and architects.”
In May 2017, National Precast attended the BIBM Congress in Spain,
Madrid, where Ms Bachmann was introduced the German Concrete
Association representatives and invited to the upcoming BetonTage
event.
Not only do events like BetonTage and BIBM provide the Australian
precast industry with an international voice, but they also open up an
array of opportunities for our members.
“Developing relationships with international precast associations
allows us to move into a position where we are able to negotiate some
leverage from the initiatives that they’ve already developed and apply
them to Australia,” Ms Bachmann explains.
“One of these is an international design competition for the precast
industry, which is something that Australia may be a part of in the
future.”
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Artist’s impression of the
Challenger Institute of
Technology’s Stage 4 building
on South Metropolitan
TAFE campus in Murdoch,
Western Australia.

The building’s
precast concrete
screen façade
incorporates the
76 irregularshaped lattice
panels with a
smooth Class 2
off-form finish to
all surfaces.

ENHANCING THE
STUDENT EXPERIENCE
AT NEW TAFE
PROJECT: South Metropolitan Tafe
Murdoch Stage 4 Development
PRECASTER: Delta Corporation
CONTRACT VALUE: $750,000
CLIENT: Building Management & Works
(Government Of Western Australia
Department Of Finance)
BUILDER: Emco Building
ARCHITECT: Armstrong Parkin
Architects
ENGINEER: Airey Taylor Consulting
Engineers
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The Challenger Institute of Technology’s Stage 4
building is the most recent addition to the South
Metropolitan TAFE campus in Murdoch, Western
Australia.
The new three-storey multipurpose facility
provides flexible training environments for
students, offering a hub for educational, social,
and TAFE administration services.
In this project, precast concrete has proved
to be an integral part of the centre’s functional
and aesthetic benefits, aligning with the
project’s vision of improving overall student
experience.

PRECAST DELIVERS UNIQUE
ARCHITECTURAL VISION
With precast concrete taking the spotlight
within the development’s architectural vision,
National Precast member, Delta Corporation, in

collaboration with the designers, was invited to
develop a cost-effective precast concrete screen
façade.
It’s a striking screen that has a dual function
- to simultaneously provide shade to the glass
curtain wall and to stand out as an architectural
feature. In doing so, the screen also provides
privacy and comfort to the internal occupants,
without hindering the campus view.
The project specifics were intricate and
complex, and the resulting design is a uniquelyshaped lattice with a smooth Class 2 off-form
finish to all surfaces.
Offering advantageous sustainability
benefits and an architectural masterpiece,
the 76 irregular-shaped lattice panels provide
a substantial 120-metre-long verandah to the
major street frontage.
In order to form the complex shapes, Delta
invested a significant amount of resources into the
research and development of the materials and
the manufacturing process - all while maintaining
the high-quality finish demanded by the architect.
The concrete for the lattice panels had been
specified in a crisp white colour by the architect
and, using their in-house technical capabilities,
Delta developed a successful mix design using
white cement with the addition of white oxide.
Two prototype panels were produced to ensure
that manufacture was possible and that the
specified finishes were achievable.

A COMPLEX DESIGN MOTIVATES A
REWARDING OUTCOME
The intricate design of the screen façade
alongside the need for a high-quality concrete
finish posed a challenge for all stages of
the project, particularly during the initial
manufacturing phase. Overcoming this hurdle
required skill and innovation—two qualities that
Delta undoubtedly exhibits.
The multiple shapes and thin walls within
the screen meant that the panels could not be
reinforced with conventional reinforcement. The
precaster provided a solution that hinged on the
use of stainless steel fibre for the reinforcement.
Delta and the design teams’ solution resulted
in the panels meeting the design requirements
while also having sufficient structural strength.

As well as the intricacies of the product’s
design creating a manufacturing challenge,
the handling of the products presented a
further challenge that existed not only during
manufacture, but during delivery and installation
as well.
The fragile nature of the panels meant that
great care and attention to detail was essential
to ensure minimal risk of damage. A special
steel-handling frame was fabricated to minimise
the stresses on the screen panels during the
entire process.
Despite encountering these difficulties,
Delta displayed noteworthy skill and proficiency
throughout the entire process. The precaster
ultimately played a key role in ensuring the that
project was completed in accordance with the
builder’s program and the that quality met the
expectations of the designers.
What now stands is an outstanding TAFE
training facility with a robust and visually striking
screen façade that certainly enhances the
student experience.

Left: The precast screen façade provides privacy and
comfort to the internal occupants, without hindering the
campus view.

The Bracing Experts

Shisham Push Pull Braces range
from Micro Mini size (0.6m) to
Super Jumbo size (14.5m).
For those applications that
require extra capacity we have
the Hercules range (SWL up to
100kN).
We have a large stock of
new braces for sale and hire.
Guaranteed lowest prices
and availability.

We have a wide range of brace accessories & precast hardware:

ENGINEERED BRACING DESIGN, CERTIFICATION
AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT AVAILABLE

Call us today

03 9791 4622
Knee Brace

Shisham Bar

Shear Pins

Lock & Key

Ferrules

Visit our website
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Angle Brackets

Fixing Plates

Panel Clips

Starter Bars

Plastic Packers

www.shisham.com.au

1 Bennet Street Dandenong Vic 3175 Email: sales@shisham.com.au
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When you want
to know what
just happened...
or why it happened...
or which components failed...
and when...
and why...
Finite Element (FE) Modelling with LS Dyna and other
specialised software is the most revealing set of tools

When you want LS Dyna models or other tools, you need an experienced team with mega computing
capacity. After all, the accuracy of the data and computations is critical - lives depend on it!
Knowledge and experience work hand in glove for the best results, and at if3 and GDTech
we have both the knowledge, experience and computational capacity to meet all of your
Finite Element (FE) Analysis modelLing needs - from vehicle safety barriers, roadside
structures and vehicles, through to aerospace, structural, thermo dynamic, light, explosives
and ballistics.

MODELLING • VALIDATION • CERTIFICA

Global Design TECHNOLOGY (GDTech) have been
modelling in the aerospace industry for
almost 3 decades and modelling vehicles
and safety barriers since 2002 delivering unrivaled experience
and capacity
• 180 Engineers and Technical staff
• Outstanding Computational Capacity
• 80 LS Dyna licences
• 1 cluster >1000Gb RAM
• 2 clusters > 128 cores each
• 15 years of experience Modelling crash barriers
• Worldwide collaboration with manufacturers
installation companies & road authorities
• Involvement in Standardization Committees (EN1317, NCHRP350, MASH)
• Involvement in International Federations (ERF: Europe and IRF: International)
• Cost effective
• Extensive library of established modelling tools and sets
• Exisiting modelling sets for a wide range of standard materials and a wide range
of vehicles including heavy vehicles and motorcycles
• Team of 10 SPECIALIST CRASH simulation engineers

ATION

IPWEA NSW NEWS

NEW SOUTH WALES EXCELS
AT IPWEA NATIONAL
EXCELLENCE AWARDS
The Institute of Public Works Engineering
Australasia – NSW Division members did their
state proud at the IPWEA National Conference
held in Perth, August 2017.
Mr Will Barton, Junee Shire Council’s
Director of Engineering Services and current
IPWEA NSW Board member was awarded the
Young IPWEA Emerging Leader Award 2017,
out of the seven worthy finalists from across
the country Will said he was truly honoured to
receive the award.
The Young IPWEA Australasia Emerging
Leader Award seeks to inspire excellence
and dedication in public works among young
IPWEA members. Will Barton has demonstrated
excellence within the profession and the
advancement of young people within IPWEA
NSW.
The judges said: "Will has demonstrated an
outstanding level of leadership and commitment
to both IPWEA NSW and Australasia. His
advocacy for Young IPWEA has been
instrumental in the growth and the development
in attracting and retaining engineers of the
future into not only the engineering profession
but also into IPWEA”. Will is not only a board
member at IPWEA NSW but also the Young
IPWEA Chair and has shown a great amount of
passion not only towards the organisation but
also to the sector he works in.
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Also winning for NSW was Central Coast
Council. The Wyong CBD Drainage Upgrade
won the Best Public Works Project 2017 $2m $5m.
The judges said: "This was a showcase of
best practice in retrofitting infrastructure into a
highly developed and heavily constrained builtup area.”
“It is a credit to the council staff who carried
out all design and project management
in-house. Given the complexity of the project it
was completed in five stages."

Above: Central Coast Council won the Best Public
Works Project 2017 $2m - $5m for the Wyong CBD
Drainage Upgrade project.
Below: Junee Shire Council’s Director of
Engineering Services and current IPWEA NSW
Board member Will Barton was awarded the Young
IPWEA Emerging Leader Award 2017.

IPWEA SUPPORTS
LATEST STAYSAFE
REPORT
The NSW Parliament StaySafe Committee
has tabled its report on the Inquiry into Driver
Education, Training, and Road Safety.
IPWEA NSW through its Roads and
Transport Directorate, have actively
participated in this inquiry by providing a
detailed and comprehensive submission and
by giving evidence during the StaySafe hearing
last May 29, 2017.
IPWEA NSW are pleased that a number
of recommendations put forward in their
submission have been considered by the
Committee specifically recommendation 23
which states:
“The Committee recommends that Transport
for NSW review, in consultation with councils
and their representatives, the role of local
government and particularly, the Road Safety
Officer Program, in delivering road safety
education.”
In its submission, IPWEA NSW assert that
a safe road transport system should include
training and education interventions not only
during the learner phase but all throughout
one’s driving life and thus called for actions on
improving road safety through driver education
and training in NSW in various areas.
One such area where there is a need for
greater capacity building is through a more
profound involvement of Council Road Safety
Officers (RSOs) in promoting the Safe Systems
Approach to road safety. IPWEA NSW contend
that funding the Local Government Road Safety
Program (LGRSP) well beyond the current
3-year cycle in order for RSOs to continue
working with local communities to address
education and road safety factors is imperative
in order to address the increasing road toll
occurring on country roads. The LGSRP needs
to be extended in order to require every local
council to employ local RSOs.
For further information or enquiries, please
contact:
Warren Sharpe OAM, President IPWEA (NSW)
M: 0409 398 358
Garry Hemsworth, Director IPWEA (NSW)
M: 0427 432 216
Mick Savage, Manager Roads & Transport
Directorate - M: 0418 808 085

IPWEA (NSW) STATE CONFERENCE 2017
The 2017 State Conference offers the largest
exhibition space to date with an extension
of outdoor displays and live demonstrations
on Drones and Autonomous Vehicles as well
as the NSW Police Force Highway Patrol’s
new Concept Car. For the first time, we are
introducing a Young IPWEA/First Timers'
Networking Function where you get an
opportunity to meet with senior Members,
other First Timer’s, Board Members and
Stakeholders in an informal environment.
Thursday, the IPWEA (NSW) AGM will take
place and the new Board will be announced.
The Revered Engineering Excellence Awards
Gala Dinner with World Class Entertainment and
Winners in 11 categories including; The Minister
for Local Government's Award for Innovation
in Local Government Engineering, will without
doubt grow your personal and professional
network while celebrating outstanding public
works projects and profiles.
The 2017 Conference Program features:
Case Studies on Water, Asset Management,
Roads, Bridges, Innovation, Collaboration,
Road Safety, Project Management and Culture
presented by Government Agencies and Public
Works Professionals. Besides from the streams
and interactive keynotes, Friday will see a
Panel Session on Managing Infrastructure and
Community Safety, facilitated by ABC Presenter
Fran Kelly.

KEYNOTES
• A Real Life Pocket Sally
• Smart Cities and High Speed Rail
• Preparing Our Communities for Disruption

• Innovation & Disruption – Lead the Change
• Strategy Development of Concept for
Complex PPP Projects
• Parkes’ Council Becoming a Web-Based
Information Driven Service Provider
An add-on Executive Masterclass will be
provided Wednesday on Leadership and Team
Building through the use of Hogan Personality
Assessments. As a participant, you will be
taken through the results of your own personal
assessment, and how to action them for long
term results. On the Saturday at the conclusion
of the Conference, Ben Chopping will offer
a Workshop for Young IPWEA Members
on Leadership and the Four-Step Method of
learning and building Job Relations. Participants
will be asked to bring in ‘a real case’, to work
through.
Buy 4 Awards Gala Dinner Tickets, Get 1 Free
- DISCOUNT CODE: 1FORFREE
Engineering Cadets, 50% Discount on
Registration - DISCOUNT CODE: IPWEACADET
To register head to the IPWEA (NSW)
website – www.ipwea.org/nsw

PARTNERS & EXHIBITORS
IPWEA (NSW) is proud to have strong
relationships with all levels of Government
and Industry Suppliers and Experts. Again
this year, Boral is the Platinum Partner,
COMPLETE Urban is the Gold Partner and
Roads & Maritime Services has come on
board as the Silver Partner.
The Conference would not be possible
without these Major Partners and we thank
them for their ongoing support.

For the first time, we are welcoming
Statewide Mutual, Hiway Stabilisers, Colas,
InQuik Bridging Solutions, Geofabrics, Public
Works Advisory and J1LED to the State
Conference.
We are delighted to welcome back
Stabilised Pavements of Australia, CJD
Equipment, Dial Before You Dig, Sharpe Bros,
Brick N Pave, Local Government Procurement,
Local Government Engineers Australia,
McBerns, Downer, Specialised Geo, Position
Partners, Local Government Appointments,
McCullough Robertson, SuperSealing,
Fulton Hogan, Puma Bitumen, ITS Pipetech,
Abergeldie, Yotta, NA Roads, Polynex, Wagners,
Pro Visual, the Water Directorate and the Roads
& Transport Directorate.

ACCOMMODATION, CROWNE PLAZA
HUNTER VALLEY
IPWEA (NSW) has a block of rooms on hold
at a fixed rate with the venue. Please note,
rooms are being released as we get closer to
the event, so make sure you book in at your
earliest convenience.

PARTNER TOUR, THURSDAY 9 NOV
10AM – 4PM
Hunter Valley Zoo is a safe, caring and natural
environment that ensures the welfare of all
species housed. Discover all sorts of animals,
feed them, enjoy the views and join in on the
keeper talks.
Following on from the Zoo, the Tour goes to
Tullochs and Scarborough Wineries for cheese
and wine tastings.

FULLY FUNDED ROAD SAFETY AUDIT WORKSHOP UPDATE
As previously mentioned, NSW Government
acknowledged IPWEA NSW’s role as the
main provider of road safety training, and has
provided funding amounting to $380,000 to
support road safety audit training at no cost
for two employees in every NSW Council over
the next two years. This funding was achieved
through IPWEA (NSW)’s advocacy. This
training is delivered as an ASQA accreditation.
We have delivered three funded Road
Safety Audit Workshops already with great

success, hosting 76 participants from over 35
councils. There have been two Metropolitan
Workshops held in Sydney and one Regional
Workshop held in Wagga Wagga, there was
a second Regional Workshop to be held in
Ballina however we did not have the minimum
numbers to proceed.
The next Fully Funded Road Safety Audit
Workshops will be held early 2018 starting with
a Regional Workshop to be held in Dubbo in
February.
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PROJECT BRIEF

‘The Residences Cardinal
Freeman project will
become a benchmark for
seniors living. Providing
amenity and community
through thoughtfully
designed and planned new
buildings integrated into an
historic site.’
Peter Ireland, AJ+C Principal

A WINNING FUTURE FOR
SENIORS HOUSING
Stockland’s $180 million seniors living
development The Residences at Cardinal
Freeman in Ashfield in Sydney’s inner-west
is on a winning streak and has been labelled
an “exemplary project”, receiving the UDIA
Excellence in Retirement Living award and
best National Seniors Living/Retirement
Development by the Urban Taskforce.
This modern development designed by
AJ+C is set within a 4 hectare historic setting
incorporates in an unobtrusive and almost
a quiet way understanding, sensitive and
sympathetic design that AJ+C have gained,
with over 20 years’ experience in seniors
living. The result is a collection of modern
buildings for a new future in seniors housing.
The seniors sector has reached a critical
point where the escalating expectations
of clients and residents, diminishing
availability of land and rising construction
costs is forcing industry leaders to find
alternative solutions to the construction
of facilities. Designers are now required
to think more laterally about increasing
densities so the ageing population can
continue to stay in familiar suburban areas
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and remain part of their local community. As
such, refurbishment incorporating existing
buildings and higher density multi-level
villages that complement the surrounding
residential area are becoming more viable
options. The Residences Cardinal Freeman is
one such development.
The UDIA jury has commented on the “…
quality of the masterplan, which opened the
formerly gated and walled development to the
community and made access through the site
simple and legible.” They also “…commended
the design and delivery of a quality outcome
and the effort taken in management of preexisting tenants on the site, along with the
care taken by the builder and developer to
address the stated and implied concerns of
the 180 residents onsite during construction.”
Set on a beautiful, north facing slope, and
spread across seven boutique buildings are
240 apartments in a mix of 1 bed with study,
2 bed with study and 3 bed, as well as a
residential aged care facility of 133 beds for
Opal Aged Care. Extensive views to the city
and Blue Mountains can be seen from the
upper apartment levels.

A new luxury Clubhouse at the centre of
The Residences, Cardinal Freeman, is the
social hub of the new $180 million Stockland
seniors living redevelopment in Ashfield,
changing the perception of retirement
living in Australia. Allen Jack+Cottier were
engaged by Stockland in 2012 to develop the
master planning and concept design for the
significant site, which delivers new open
spaces, enhances existing historic buildings
and provides a new level amenity to the site.
Inside the 1,350sqm clubhouse which has
been tastefully furnished by acclaimed interior
designers Alexander and Co is an indoor
swimming pool, health club, piano lounge, bar
and billiards room and an art studio opening
out onto a garden terrace.
The Clubhouse and existing heritage
building Glentworth House line a north facing
rectangular “village green”. The historic chapel
which has been restored and integrated into
the village offers a 100 seat indoor/outdoor
café, further signifying the centrepoint of
the community, acting as a meeting place
for residents and guests. The vibrant new
community is just 20 minutes from the CBD.
Reflecting the changing needs of
Australians’, a new ‘place’ for seniors,
offers an unmatched level of amenity, while
providing a positive stepping stone in the
process of downsizing. AJ+C is responsible
for the design of ‘Magnolia’, ‘Bellflower’ and
the newly completed ‘Jacaranda’ buildings.
The final stage of the development (106
apartments) now under construction has
completion due in late 2018.

PROJECT BRIEF

NEW LANDMARK
BUILDING FOR
JAKARTA
Mori Building, a leading urban developer, recently announced that it
has begun constructing a 59-floor premium-grade office tower in the
Sudirman area of Jakarta, Indonesia. The Jakarta Office Tower Project
(tentative name), Mori Building’s first undertaking in Southeast Asia,
will open in 2021.
The Jakarta Office Tower is destined to become a new landmark in
Jakarta. It is ideally located in the centre of the Golden Triangle, next
to Semanggi Intersection and the New Semanggi Flyover on Sudirman
Street, the main thoroughfare in the city’s central business district.
The tower will be approximately 266 metres and will offer some 190,000
square meters of high-quality offices, restaurants and cafes, and
parking space with robust security. The project is expected to obtain
a BCA Green Mark Platinum Award, one of the highest ratings for
environmental impact and performance.
Construction is being carried out jointly by leading Japanese
contractor Shimizu Corporation and Bangun Cipta Kontraktor, a
locally based construction firm. The tower design was created by
Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates (KPF), the noted New York-based
architectural firm that also designed Mori Building’s Roppongi Hills
Mori Tower and Shanghai World Financial Centre.
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Going forward, Mori Building aims to leverage its extensive urbandevelopment expertise, cultivated through diverse projects in Tokyo
and Shanghai, to contribute to the advancement of Jakarta.
Mori Building established its Singapore office in May 2016 as an
international base for market research and business development
focused on urban centers in the fast-growing Southeast Asian region.

ABOUT MORI BUILDING
Mori Building is an innovative urban developer based in Tokyo. The
company is committed to maximizing the magnetic power of cities
by creating and nurturing safe, sustainable and cosmopolitan urban
centres based on its unique Vertical Garden City concept of high-rise
centres for business, education, leisure and residence. The concept is
applied in the company’s many leading-edge projects, including ARK
Hills, Roppongi Hills and Toranomon Hills in Tokyo and the Shanghai
World Financial Center.
Mori Building is also engaged in real estate leasing, project
management and consultation. For further information, please visit:
www.mori.co.jp/en

PROJECT OUTLINE
Location:
Site Area:
GFA: Appx. 190,000m2
Height:
		
Uses:
Structure:
(SRC) and steel
Project Architect:
Design Architect:
Design-build Contractor:
Construction End:

Jakarta, Indonesia
8,484 square meters
Appx. 266 metres (59 stories and four 		
basement floors)
Offices, restaurants and cafes, and parking
Mixed structure of steel-reinforced concrete 		
Mori Building Co., Ltd.
Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates (KPF)
Shimizu Corporation and Bangun Cipta Kontraktor
2021

Be Inspired...

with abilox

®

Why have plain, drab and uninspiring
uncoloured concrete, asphalt and mortars,
when you can take your project to the next
level with high quality abilox® UV resistant
mineral oxide powder pigments from
Ability Building Colours?
Available in a choice of over 70 standard
colours OR in your own custom colour,
abilox® is ideal for use in premixed
concrete, asphalt, mortars, paints, surface
coatings, caulks, sealants, applied finishes
and a range of other construction products
- delivering extremely high quality,
consistent, reliable and permanent colours
that won't fade or degrade.

Call us today on: 1800 337 324 (Toll Free)
Ability Building Colours
133-135 Northern Road
West Heidelberg
Victoria 3081

Postal address:
PO BOX 391
West Heidelberg
Victoria 3081

P: 03 9457 6488
F: 03 9458 4683
E: service@abilityproducts.com.au
www.abilityproducts.com.au

ACA CORROSION FEATURE

CORROSION MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE IN THE 'HARBOUR CITY'
In 2017, the Australasian Corrosion
Association (ACA) will present its annual
Corrosion & Prevention conference
and trade exhibition in the brand new
International Convention Centre (ICC)
Sydney. This major event showcases and
promotes all efforts to minimise the impact
of corrosion, which costs industry and
governments around the world billions of
dollars each year to mitigate and repair.
C&P2017 is a four day gathering of
world experts on corrosion mitigation
staged between 12-15 November 2017. The
conference is an important source of the
latest information concerning corrosion
prevention and management, in addition to
being an opportunity to network with peers
and colleagues.
The conference will comprise a program
of keynote presentations and technical
papers under a range of industry ‘streams’,
integrated with an exhibition which will
showcase products and services of the
corrosion mitigation industry. More than
500 delegates are expected to attend from
industries including protective coatings,
water, defence, building and construction,
mining, oil & gas, cathodic protection, power
and more.
Industry experts will deliver six plenary
addresses - including the P F Thompson
Lecture - and 83 papers across four to five
technical streams. Plenary topics cover
corrosion management of reinforced
concrete, the synergism of electrochemical
and mechanical factors in materials
degradation, corrosion of emerging materials,
the advantages of heat resistant composites
and coatings for corrosion prevention.
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The 2017 Thompson Memorial Lecture
will be delivered by Professor Maria Forsyth,
Australian Laureate Fellow and Chair of
Electromaterials and Corrosion Sciences at
Deakin University. Her lecture - Controlling
Corrosion with Chemistry - will relate how
using chemistry to control corrosion ranges
from designing metallic coatings through
to creating oxides on a metal substrate or
protective polymeric coatings and using
chemical additives in a given environment to
produce inhibited surfaces. The Thompson
Memorial Lecture commemorates the work of
corrosion science pioneer, P F Thompson, and
has been delivered every year at the ACA's
annual conference since 1951.
The diverse technical streams will
showcase the latest developments in
corrosion prevention, management and
mitigation. The broad themes of the technical
seminars are coatings, concrete & asset
The Corrosion &
Prevention 2017
conference and trade
exhibition in the brand
new International
Convention Centre (ICC)
in the heart of Sydney’s
Darling Harbour
precinct.

management, the oil & gas and offshore
industry, and research. Topics covered will
range from fundamental corrosion science
to hands-on application including advances
in sensing & monitoring; asset management;
cathodic protection; concrete corrosion and
repair; corrosion mechanisms, modelling and
prediction; materials selection and design,
and protective coatings.
The ACA works with academia and
industry to research all aspects of corrosion
in order to provide an extensive knowledge
base that supports best practice in corrosion
management, thus ensuring all impacts of
corrosion are responsibly managed, the
environment is protected, public safety
enhanced and economies improved.
For further information about Corrosion
& Prevention 2017, including registrations,
please visit the web site:
www.acaconference.com.au

ACA CORROSION FEATURE

CORROSION CHALLENGES
FACING UTILITY COMPANIES
by Wes Fawaz, Executive Officer, Australasian Corrosion Association
My organisation often reports that the
continuing challenge for utility companies
is the management, mitigation and
remediation of the corrosion of their assets.
This is both costly and inconvenient to the
companies themselves, their customers
and in many cases the general public.
During discussions with members of the
ACA I have learnt that there are common
concerns for those rising to meet this
challenge.
Many - like the effects on structures in
aggressive, marine environments - have
been known and studied for decades.
Some, though, are surprising. Stray
electrical current that leaks from the
power systems of trains and industrial
facilities can have an effect on other
structures, such as buried pipelines, that
are nowhere near to the source. There is
also much research being carried out into
the impact of bacteriological corrosion
on materials; marine wharves submerged
in shallow, often stagnant water or the
'blue green water' effect in copper water
piping.
Another area being extensively
researched is the effects of hidden
corrosion that occurs behind the
insulating cladding of commercial
buildings.
“Urban sprawl’ and the concentration
of infrastructure in cities - both large
and small - are also being studied. The

latter two can interfere in a variety of
ways with corrosion management and
asset maintenance; not only the risk of
construction work damaging existing
buried services of all kinds but also
restriction of physical access sites for
maintenance work.
Much of the equipment and
infrastructure owned and operated
by utility companies is in these
environments, in addition to some also
being in remote and isolated locations.
Monitoring and maintaining all this is an
expensive exercise.
One challenge that is mentioned
frequently is the need to plan corrosion
management.
Today, the utility industry has the
capability to thoroughly assess the
corrosion degradation of structures such
as pylons and pipelines and implement an
effective remediation and maintenance
solution based upon detailed assessment
of the cause and extent of the
deterioration; it is no longer good enough
to simply say “That looks to be OK; I can't
see any rust” and hope for the best.
Fortunately, experienced practitioners
tell me that asset owners are today much
more willing to build corrosion protection
and management into a project at the
design stage.
Proactive management is becoming
the norm for nearly all infrastructure and

major construction projects.
Being unaware of the current condition
of infrastructure may lead to the
premature failure of the asset leaving
limited options to the asset owner, with
replacement being the most expensive
option. Unforeseen failure of an asset
provides major consequences that
constitute a risk to business operations or
potential loss to the organisation.
It is therefore crucial to asset
management to determine the remaining
lifecycle of an asset and the capability
of it to meet the designed performance
and level of service requirements. This
can be done by means of a thorough
asset condition assessment and corrosion
audit. Once this is completed we can
then proceed to produce a complete
maintenance program for the lifecycle of
the structures.
The ACA has an ongoing program
of technical seminars and training
courses teaching effective and efficient
management of corrosion. Knowledge
and understanding of the latest corrosion
technologies and processes is a key
factor in managing the threat that
corrosion poses.
I am proud to say that one of the key
ACA events that facilitates the
exchange of ideas and experience of
the many hundreds of people working
to manage corrosion is the annual
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well as discussions at events such as
Corrosion and Prevention 2017, we can
all strive to improve the management
of and minimise the impact and cost of
corrosion.
Corrosion and Prevention 2017 will
be held on 12-15 November at the
International Convention Centre (ICC)
in Sydney.

ABOUT THE AUSTRALASIAN
CORROSION ASSOCIATION
Corrosion and Prevention conference and
trade exhibition, that this year will be held
in Sydney.
Since its inception in the 1950s, this
annual event has been the preeminent
forum for all those working in the field.
Helping corrosion practitioners to
achieve their goals is the implementation
of the technological advances taking
place in the areas of remote sensing,
monitoring and control. The latest
wireless data loggers allow real-time
adjustments of parameters to equipment
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so that physical visits by technicians
can be minimised. Similarly, drone
technology today allows direct viewing
of remote structures such as pipelines
and transmission towers from a safe and
secure location.
It has been estimated that the cost of
corrosion each year is billions of dollars
for organisations and governments
around the world. There are continuing
challenges facing utility industries, but
by ongoing collaboration in research
between practitioners and the ACA as

The Australasian Corrosion
Association Incorporated
(ACA) is a not-for-profit,
membership association,
that disseminates
information on corrosion
and its prevention through
the provision of training
courses, seminars,
conferences, publications and other activities
The vision of the ACA is that corrosion is managed
sustainably and cost effectively to ensure the health
and safety of the community and protection of the
environment.
For further information, please visit the web site:
www.corrosion.com.au

ACRS - The Australasian Certification Authority for Reinforcing and Structural Steels Ltd

A simple & effective
early warning system!

The humble canary provided a simple, highly effective 'early warning
system' for coal miners.
While canaries can’t tell whether your construction steels conform with
the relevant Australian and New Zealand Standards, at ACRS we have
a simple, effective, internationally recognised method that does.
ACRS certification makes checking for compliance with the relevant
Australian and New Zealand Standards easy. Beyond checking the
supplier’s ACRS certificate, product markings and tags, there’s no need
for you to make any further checks on certified materials.
ACRS certification makes it easy for your suppliers, easy for your
customers and easy for you!

www.steelcertification.com

Ph: (02) 9965 7216 | E: info@steelcertification.com
ABN: 40 096 692 545

ACRS - Independent, Expert Third Party Certification & Verification of Reinforcing, Prestressing
and Structural Steels for Compliance with Australian and New Zealand Standards

Mesh Welding Plants
The newest generation of Mesh Welding Plants are:
very efficient
economical
tailor-made
Customized mesh welding plants for the cost-effective
manufacture of bespoke reinforcement mesh for a variety
of applications.

Visit our stand 3HA08!
31.10. – 02.11.2017

BIC Shanghai

www.bicchina.com.cn
Shanghai – China

Progress Maschinen & Automation AG
Julius-Durst-Str. 100
I-39042 Brixen info@progress-m.com
Tel. +39 0472 979 100 www.progress-m.com

